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ABSTRACT
Maynard, Marlayna, DMA. The University of Memphis, May 2018. Vocal Writing for
Solo Soprano Voices in Oratorios by Antonio Salieri. Advisor: Janet K. Page, PhD.
Antonio Salieri (1750-1825) was a well-respected composer who served the Hapsburg
court in Vienna as Hofkapellmeister for thirty-six years, from 1788-1824; his students included
such luminaries as Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827), Franz Schubert (1797-1828), Johann
Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837), and Maria Theresia Paradis (1759-1824). Today, he is
remembered mostly for his operas, and for his rivalry and friendship with Mozart. Salieri’s
oratorios have received less attention from scholars than his other works. This study is an
analysis of three roles for soprano voice in Salieri’s oratorios: Maddalena in La Passione di Gesù
Cristo (1776), and Eva and La Fede in Gesù al Limbo (1803). Vocal range, tessitura,
orchestration, duration, and technical demands of each role are considered. Vocal profiles and
temperaments of the singers for whom Salieri wrote the parts, including Catarina Cavalieri
(1755-1801) and the Empress Maria Theresa (1772-1807) are described. The musical analysis is
contextualized with information about the circumstances of each composition and the theological
and cultural beliefs about the figures portrayed in these oratorios.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The music of Antonio Salieri (1750-1825) has come to greater recognition in the decades
since the 1980s, when scholars began to challenge the mythology surrounding Salieri’s rivalry
with Mozart and turned to serious study of Salieri’s works. Salieri’s skill as a vocal composer
was masterful, his music tuneful, and his influence on the development of Western music long
underrepresented. The chronological span of Salieri’s time spent living in Vienna encompasses
such diverse musical events as the premieres of Gluck’s Alceste (1767), Haydn’s Die Schöpfung
(1799), and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 in D minor (1824). As a teacher of composition and
singing, and in his long career in service of the Hapsburg court, Salieri had a broad influence on
the developments around him in a musically fecund time and place, late-eighteenth- and earlynineteenth-century Vienna. This project is a study of writing for solo soprano voices in two
sacred oratorios by Antonio Salieri: La Passione di Gesù Cristo (1776) and Gesù al limbo
(1803).
While much has been written in recent years about Salieri’s operas, there is little
scholarship specifically about his oratorios and cantatas. This relative lack is not surprising, since
Salieri’s fame and success came as a result of his operas, and he wrote upwards of forty operas
compared to fifteen (some unfinished) sacred and secular cantatas and oratorios. The sacred
oratorios and cantatas include La passione di Gesù Cristo (1776), Le jugement dernier (1787),
Davidde (1791, fragments) Gesù al limbo (1803), and Saulle (date unknown, fragments.) Indepth study of these works is needed to illuminate the development of the oratorio during the late
classical and early romantic period; to better understand this influential and long-lived figure’s
place among his contemporaries; and to gauge his influence upon his many successful pupils.

1

Salieri’s composition students included Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Franz Schubert, and Ludwig
van Beethoven; his voice students included Maria Theresia Paradis (also a composer), Catarina
Cavalieri, and Therese Gassmann, to name a few.
I will discuss elements that influenced the development of Salieri’s style and practices in
the oratorio and cantata genres, including his apprenticeship to Florian Leopold Gassmann
(1729-1774), the influence of Christoph Willibald Ritter von Gluck (1714-1787), and his
longstanding leadership of the Wiener Tonkünstler-Societät (TKS).1 In exploring the
circumstances that shaped each role discussed, I will give particular attention to the singers who
originated the roles and speculate about ways their voices and temperaments may have
influenced Salieri’s compositional decisions.
The subject of the second chapter will be the soprano role of Maddalena in La passione di
Gesù Cristo as a vehicle for the soprano Catarina Cavalieri, who also originated the role of
Konstanze in Die Entführung aus dem Serail. I will analyze excerpts from the role and compare
them to other works known to have been sung by Cavalieri. The third and fourth chapters will be
studies of the two soprano roles in Salieri’s 1803 oratorio Gesù al limbo, which was written in
response to a commission from the Empress Marie Therese, who sang one of the soprano solo
parts. It is not known whether she sang the role of Eva or La Fede; informed by the vocal profile
of Marie Therese in John Rice’s 2003 book Empress Marie Therese and Music at the Viennese
Court, 1792-1807 (Cambridge University Press), I will analyze both roles and compare them to
parts known to have been sung by the Empress.

1

“Viennese concert society founded by Florian Leopold Gassmann in 1771, to support retired musicians
and their families.” Grove Music Online, s. v. “Tonkünstler-Societät,” accessed Sept. 20, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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Parameters for analysis of Salieri’s solo vocal writing will include operatic influences,
overall form and harmonic structure of each aria and its context within the larger work, range
and tessitura of each role and aria studied, prosody and rhythmic treatment of text, the
relationships between vowels (i.e. closed, open, front, back) and pitch level, ornamentation,
technical demands, types of fiorature, scoring, theological implications of music composed for
sacred characters, and comparisons with other repertoire written for the same singers. As Patricia
Lewy Gidwitz has demonstrated in her profiles of Mozartean sopranos, eighteenth-century
composers crafted their arias to show the best qualities of the soloist; thus, the identities and
vocal profiles of the original singers are relevant to any analysis of Salieri’s writing for solo
voice.2 I will contextualize my analysis with aesthetic remarks from the writings of Salieri’s
contemporaries, such as the Mozart family letters and Letters Upon the Poetry and Music of the
Italian Opera by the Scottish artist John Brown (1772-1787).
Biographical Context
Born in Legnago, Italy in 1750 and orphaned at a young age, Antonio Salieri moved to
Vienna as an apprentice to the Bohemian composer Florian Gassmann in 1766. Gassmann was
both a musical instructor and paternal figure to the talented young man, and Salieri quickly
integrated into Viennese society and adapted fully to its musical conventions.3 From the time of
his apprenticeship, Salieri enjoyed the favor and patronage of Joseph II (1741-1790). He
continued to work for the imperial court throughout his career, succeeding his master, Gassmann,
in the position of Kammerkomponist upon Gassmann’s death, and at the same time securing an
appointment as Kapellmeister of the Italian opera. Following the death of Giuseppe Bonno

2

Patricia Lewy Gidwitz, “‘Ich bin die erste Sängerin’: Vocal Profiles of Two Mozart Sopranos,” Early
Music 19, no. 4 (November 1991): 565-66.
3

John Rice, Antonio Salieri and Viennese Opera (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 9.
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(1711-1788), Salieri rose to the position of Hofkapellmeister, and remained in that position until
his retirement in 1824.
Due to the nature of his employment, the needs and tastes of the court often determined
the genre and subjects of his compositions. Salieri was pragmatic and wrote for specific
situations and performers when a need arose. For instance, Der Rauchfangkehrer (1781) was
composed when Emperor Joseph II ordered Salieri to write a German opera for the short-lived
Nationaltheater Singspiel troupe, when Salieri would have preferred to offer a translation of one
of his recent Italian works. The paucity of oratorio in Salieri’s works is explained by the
demands of his employer rather than the composer’s personal taste: he was a wildly successful
opera composer, and his work for the court required him to write operas, and later to write more
church music. There was little demand for oratorios and cantatas in Salieri’s milieu, with some
notable exceptions, one of which was the TKS.
The TKS, founded in 1771 by Gassmann, was an organization devoted to fundraising for
the musicians’ pension fund and for widows and orphans of musicians. They performed benefit
concerts each year during the seasons of Advent and Lent, when the opera houses were closed.
Salieri’s most significant oratorio, La passione di Gesù Cristo, was premiered by the TKS, and
as conductor of that organization (a function of his role as Hofkapellmeister) he later led
performances of some of the masterpieces of the oratorio genre, most notably and frequently
Haydn’s Die Schöpfung and Die Jahreszeiten. While Salieri wrote relatively few works for the
TKS (his passion oratorio, some secular cantatas, and a flute concerto), his work as an
administrator helped to shape important biennial performances of oratorios, sacred and secular
cantatas, symphonies, concertos, and other works by the luminaries of Viennese music in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth century.

4

Le jugement dernier was written at a significant turning point in Salieri’s career; along
with the opera Le Danaïdes, it represents Salieri’s continuation of Gluck’s legacy in Paris. One
notices a marked change in style from Salieri’s Italianate writing for Viennese audiences to a
more declamatory vocal style, avoidance of florid vocal writing, and more continuous drama. In
a turn of events similar to those surrounding Les Danaïdes, the commission to write this cantata,
from the Société d’Appolon, was originally Gluck’s, but he became ill and asked Salieri to go to
Paris in his place, with the blessing of Joseph II. The performance was advertised as a joint effort
between Gluck and Salieri so audiences would be drawn to Gluck’s familiar name; after the
successful premiere, the Count D’Ogny, a representative of the Société, revealed that Salieri had
written it alone. Because the focus of the present document is solo writing for soprano voice and
there are no solo soprano parts in Le jugement dernier, it will not be studied in depth for the
present project, but its place in Salieri’s oeuvre is important when considering Salieri as a
composer of sacred oratorios and cantatas, and further study of the work is needed.
Gesù al limbo was the result of a commission from the Empress Marie Therese (17721807), who performed one of the two soprano roles. Surprisingly for its era, this oratorio features
a programmatic overture, which depicts through music the events of Jesus’ life. The libretto, by
Luigi Prividali, tells a story of Christ visiting limbo to rescue the souls trapped there. The
characters include Christ (tenor), Adam (tenor), Eve (soprano), Abraham (bass), the Archangel
Gabriel (tenor), Faith (soprano), the Chorus of Patriarchs, the Chorus of the Just, and the Chorus
of Angels.
Literature Review
Many valuable primary sources related to Salieri’s oratorios are extant, most importantly
several manuscripts from Salieri’s lifetime. The Library of Congress holds an 1800 manuscript
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copy of La passione di Gesù Cristo, which I viewed on June 15, 2017. The Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek4 holds several relevant autograph manuscripts, some of which have been
scanned and are available online, most significantly, La passione di Gesù Cristo, Gesù al limbo,
Le jugement dernier, and Saulle (fragments, undated). The Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in
Vienna holds two Salieri oratorio manuscripts in their archives as well: one of La passione di
Gesù Cristo and an autograph of fragments from the unfinished Davidde. The Moravian Museum
Department of the History of Music in Brno, Czech Republic holds a manuscript of Gesù al
limbo. I undertook a trip to Vienna and Brno May 17-June 1, 2017 to view these documents in
person.
I contacted Monsignor Alberto Turco, the conductor of a 1997 recording of Gesù al
limbo and Le jugement dernier to inquire about the editions used for that recording, and he
informed me by email that the editions were transcribed by hand from the manuscripts for the
performances at the Verona Cathedral and remain in their archives.5 There is no edition of either
work commercially available. The vocal writing in Le jugement dernier is primarily choral with
orchestra, and features a brief tenor solo in the role of Christ; the tessitura of this solo is high, but
the range is not extreme (the highest note is A4) and it could be sung well by a lyric tenor. The
recording from Verona Cathedral features a tenor in the role. The oratorio Saulle does not
survive in its complete form, and is listed in Grove Music Online as lost. Undated fragments of
Saulle are held in the ÖNB. While this work is incomplete, the manuscript is interesting to study
because it can provide insight into the composer’s process, and the vocal lines appear complete
in several numbers. Of interest for this project are two arias for David, written in soprano clef:

4

Austrian National Library, hereafter abbreviated as “ÖNB.”

5

Alberto Turco, e-mail message to the author, March 6, 2017.
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“Sol per te si gode pace” and “Ecco il Re che s’avanza veloce.” A scanned copy of Gassmann’s
1772 oratorio La Betulia liberata is available on the ÖNB website, in a manuscript prepared by
Salieri in 1821 with some alterations for the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the TKS; this
manuscript also includes a secular cantata, Du, dieses Bundes Fels, written in honor of Florian
Gassmann for the 1821 TKS concert.
Of Salieri’s oratorios, the most research exists on La passione di Gesù Cristo, and it is the
only one with modern editions commercially available. A critical edition of the full score, edited
by Elena Biggi Parodi, was published by Suvini Zerboni in 2000. A piano-vocal edition by
Rudolf Kelber was published by Carus-Verlag in 1993. The ÖNB holds an autograph score dated
1778 and an autograph score of the final chorus of the first part, which is undated. Scanned
copies of both of these documents are available online. The ÖNB also holds an autograph score
titled 6 Streichquintette nach dem Oratorium “La Passione di Jesu Christo [sic].” These string
quintet arrangements are of interest as a point of comparison between Salieri’s instrumental and
vocal treatment of the same musical material.
Two recordings of La passione di nostro signore Gesù Cristo are available: one from
2004 featuring Das Neuer Orchester led by Christopher Spering and one from 1995 with Alberto
Turco leading the musicians of the Cattedrale di Verona. Msgr. Turco also led a recording of
Gesù al limbo, Le jugement dernier, and Salieri’s Te deum in 1997, which is the only
commercially available recording of Gesù al limbo or Le jugement dernier.
There are many primary and secondary biographical sources available about Salieri.
Primary sources include a collection of documents edited by Rudolph Angermüller, a
documentary biography written by Edward Elmgren Swenson as his doctoral thesis at Cornell
University in 1974, and the original biography written by Ignaz Franz Mosel in consultation with
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his subject. Alexander Wheelock Thayer, noted for his Ludwig van Beethovens Leben (English
title: Thayer’s Life of Beethoven), published an English biography of Salieri titled Salieri, Rival
of Mozart, adapted from Mosel’s biography. Other biographies include Maligned Master: The
Real Story of Antonio Salieri by Volkmar Braunbehrens, which is written for a more general
audience and is less scholarly in tone. John Rice’s excellent book Antonio Salieri and Viennese
Opera gives extensive biographical information on Salieri and focuses, as the title indicates, on
his operas. Rice includes in that book a brief analysis of La passione di Gesù Cristo, which is
musically akin to an opera seria in the kind of virtuosity demanded of the soloists and in its
limited use of chorus. As Rice points out, Salieri wrote no operas between Dalisa e Delmita
(1776) and L’Europa riconosciuta (1778); La Passione was his most significant work completed
during that time.6 Another book by John Rice that I have already mentioned—Marie Therese and
Music at the Viennese Court, 1792-1807—provides a fascinating telling of the circumstances
leading to the premiere of Gesù al limbo as part of a thorough account of the musical activities of
Marie Therese. Marie Therese’s musical diary of 1801-1803 is included in Rice’s book as an
appendix; in it, she listed the works performed and personnel for her private concerts during this
time.
Insight into Salieri’s philosophy of vocal pedagogy can be gleaned from his Scuola di
canto. The prologue and some key excerpts can be found in Rudolph Angemüller’s article
“Antonio Salieri und seine ‘Scuola di Canto,” and with reference to Angemüller’s article, I will
explore how Salieri’s philosophy as a singing teacher may have informed his writing for solo
voices. The complete manuscript of the Scuola di canto is held in the archives of the Gesellschaft
der Musikfreunde in Vienna, and is of interest for future research.

6

John Rice, Antonio Salieri and Viennese Opera, 253.
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Mary Sue Morrow’s Concert Life in Haydn’s Vienna is a valuable source of information
about performance practice, public and private concerts, and financial and practical matters
surrounding concerts in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries in Vienna. The concert
calendars she has created are of great practical value to anyone wishing to research concert
music from this period. Documents pertaining more to theatrical life in Vienna are found in
Dorothea Link’s The National Court Theatre in Mozart’s Vienna: Sources and Documents 17831792. This book includes the performance calendar of the National Court Theatre, a substantial
excerpt from the diary of Count Karl Zinzendorf (1739-1813), transcriptions from theatre
account books, and essays by the author.
The vast body of material available about Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s life and works
can yield useful information about Salieri, yet the cult of Mozart has also propagated an
unbalanced view of their relationship. The older composer is mentioned several times in the
Mozart family’s letters, and one must remember that Mozart’s greatness does not make him an
unbiased narrator. Take for example Mozart’s claim in his petition to the Archduke Francis for
the post of second Kapellmeister, dated May 1790, in which he claims that “Salieri, that very
gifted Kapellmeister, has never devoted himself to church music, whereas from my youth up I
have made myself completely familiar with this style.”7 Yet, Mozart’s letter does not take into
account that in 1788, when Salieri rose to the position of Hofkapellmeister, he had become very
seriously focused on church music.8 In their letters, Leopold and Wolfgang speculated early on
that Salieri was conspiring against the success of Mozart’s operas, but later depicted a friendlier

7

Emily Anderson, ed. and trans. The Letters of Mozart and His Family, 3rd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton
& Company, 1985), 938-39.
8

Daniel Heartz, Mozart, Haydn and Early Beethoven 1701-1802 (New York: W. W. Norton & Company,
2009), 258.
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relationship, when Salieri and the singer Catarina Cavalieri attended a performance of Die
Zauberflöte. Mozart biographers such as Hermann Abert, Ruth Halliwell, and Christoph Wolff
mention Salieri in their works, and Mozart’s biographies provide a helpful perspective on the
cultural context in which Salieri lived, since he and Mozart both lived and worked in Vienna,
although Salieri did so for much longer. The work of musicologists who have studied Mozart’s
manuscripts is a valuable resource for methodologies to approach late eighteenth-century
Viennese manuscripts. In Mozart: Studies of the Autograph Scores, Alan Tyson introduced
techniques for paper studies, that is, detailed examination of watermarks and rastrology (the
study of rastra, in the singular form “rastrum,” the devices used to draw staves on manuscript
paper) in Mozart’s autograph scores. Dexter Edge’s 2001 dissertation, “Mozart’s Viennese
Copyists,” a study of non-autograph manuscript copies of works by Mozart, is an excellent
source of techniques for examining musical handwriting and manuscript paper.
Other secondary sources of value for a deeper understanding of historical context and the
environment in which Salieri lived and worked include two histories by Daniel Heartz: Mozart,
Haydn and Early Beethoven 1781-1802 and Haydn, Mozart and the Viennese School 1740-1780.
Howard E. Smither’s 1987 book A History of the Oratorio, vol. 3, The Oratorio in the Classical
Era, is an excellent source of information specifically about the oratorio genre, although he
vaguely describes Salieri as having written “at least four”9 Italian oratorios; perhaps Smither was
including Salieri’s secular cantatas in this number. La cour et l’opéra sous Louis XVI by Adolphe
Jullien (1878) is an informative history that provides helpful context for Salieri’s time in Paris.
For aid in establishing parameters of analysis, the work of others studying operatic vocal
writing of Salieri and his contemporaries is invaluable. Such resources include a PhD dissertation

9

Howard E. Smither, A History of the Oratorio, vol. 3, The Oratorio in the Classical Era (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2012).

10

“Vocal Profiles of Four Mozart Sopranos” by Patricia Lewy Gidwitz, and DMA dissertations by
Pi-Ling Lu (“The Soubrette Roles in the Mozart-Da Ponte Operas,” Boston University, 2002)
and Anthony Price Radford (“The Role of the Two-Register Vocal Theory in Determining
Francesco Benucci’s Influence on W. A. Mozart’s Viennese Operas,” University of Nebraska Lincoln, 2005).
Throughout this document, the phrase “based on” in the caption of a musical example is
used to indicate that the example shown is not a facsimile, but rather indicates that the example
shown is transcribed from the edition cited without alterations to the musical content. In these
cases, I have used the notes and other markings exactly, but have reset the music for
convenience. Some exceptions are Example 2.4, where I suggest possible embellishments, and
Example 2.7, where the bassoon part is resting for the duration of the example shown and is
omitted.
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CHAPTER 2
A SAINT AS VIRTUOSO
La Passione di Gesù Cristo was premiered by the Wiener Tonkünstler-Societät (TKS) on
December 18, 1777, and performed again three days later. On the first evening, it was
programmed with a symphony by Karl von Ordonez (1734-1786); the concert of December 21
included a violin concerto played by Anna Payer. Salieri conducted these performances; Pohl
names as the soloists “Cavalieri – Spangler – Vincenz Righini – Antonio Pesci.” The focus of
this chapter will be Salieri’s writing for solo soprano voice in this oratorio: the role of Maddalena
(Mary Magdalene), originally sung by Catarina Cavalieri (1755-1801).1
Mary Magdalene
Mary Magdalene has been a complex character and subject of controversy throughout
church history, with theologians disagreeing even about the basic facts of her biography.
Traditional beliefs about her have shifted over time, and sometimes conflict with or embellish
upon the few but significant Biblical accounts of her. To summarize Henrietta Leyser, the
scriptural account holds that Christ healed her of demon possession and that thereafter she
traveled with Jesus and his disciples. She was a witness to the crucifixion and was the first
person to encounter the resurrected Christ, who greeted her and sent her to tell the other disciples
that he was alive. Due to confusion with other women in the gospels (and possibly as a device of
deliberate repression of women), Mary Magdalene was for centuries understood in church
tradition to be a former sex worker and to be the same person as Mary of Bethany, sister of

1

Karl Ferdinand Pohl, Denkschrift aus Anlass des hundertjährigen Bestehens der Tonkünstler-Societät, im
Jahre 1862 reorganisirt als “Haydn,” Witwen- und Waisen-Versorgungs-Verein der Tonkünstler in Wien (Vienna:
Carl Gerold’s Sohn, 1871), Google Books, accessed March 12, 2018, https://books.google.com/books?id=
QCMQAAAAYAAJ&pg=PP5#v=onepage&q&f=false, 58.
.
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Martha and Lazarus. It became fashionable for portraits of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
women to be painted in her likeness;2 an image from this era can be seen below in Figure 1.
Mary Magdalene remains a subject of fascination to this day; her legend is a key element in
popular novels such as Dan Brown’s thriller The DaVinci Code (2003).

Figure 1. Hyacinthe Rigaud, Sainte Madeleine pénitente, 1710, oil, public domain, private
collection. https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sainte_Madeleine_par_Rigaud.jpg,
accessed April 24, 2018.
In eighteenth-century oratorio librettos, Magdalene became a symbol of the Catholic
Church’s teachings on grace; she was held up as an example of a penitent sinner who, after
inward reflection, changed her behavior.3 Metastasio’s libretto long predates Salieri’s
composition; it was originally written for Caldara’s 1730 setting, and within this work
Maddalena serves primarily as a witness to the passion, with her penitence expressed in the duet
with Pietro, “Vi sento, o Dio” (no. 18). The events of the resurrection are not part of this libretto,

2
Oxford Companion to Christian Thought, s.v. “Mary Magdalene,” by Henrietta Leyser (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2000), 416.
3

Huub Van Der Linden, “Benedetto Pampilj as Librettist: Mary Magdalene and the Harmony of the
Spheres in Handel’s ‘Il trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno,’” Recercare 16 (2004):137-38,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/41701424, accessed 3/1/2018.
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but Maddalena expresses hope that Christ will rise in the recitative “Ah, del felice marmo” (no.
32). Thus, three important elements of the stories associated with Maddalena (penitence from
sin, witnessing Jesus’ crucifixion, and the expectation and fulfillment of his resurrection) are
either stated explicitly or alluded to in this piece.
Catarina Cavalieri
Catarina Cavalieri, born Catharina Magdalena Josepha Cavalier, was an Austrian soprano
and pupil of Salieri’s. She adopted an Italian name, and learned to sing in the Italian style, but
she was born in Vienna and remained there throughout her career. Today, she is most famous for
originating the role of Konstanze in Die Entführung aus dem Serail (1782) by W. A. Mozart, and
for her later appearances in the premiere of Der Schauspieldirektor (Mme Silberklang, 1786) and
revivals of Don Giovanni (as Donna Elvira, 1788) and Le nozze di Figaro (as the Countess
Almaviva, 1789).4 Of composing for her in Die Entführung aus dem Serail, Mozart famously
wrote to his father Leopold, “I have sacrificed Constanze’s aria a little to the flexible throat of
Mlle Cavalieri, ‘Trennung war mein banges Los und nun schwimmt mein Aug’ in Tränen.’ I
have tried to express her feelings, as far as an Italian bravura aria will allow it.”5
Cavalieri made her operatic debut on June 19, 1775, in the role of Sandrina in La finta
giardinera by Pasquale Anfossi (1727-1797) at the Kärtnerthortheater;6 the 1777 premiere of
Salieri’s passion oratorio occurred only two years later. She had appeared twice as a soloist with
the TKS prior to December 1777. Her first appearances with the organization were during the

4

Grove Music Online, s.v. “Cavalieri, Catarina,” by Patricia Lewy Gidwitz, Oxford Music Online,
accessed January 21, 2018, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
5
Emily Anderson, ed. and trans. The Letters of Mozart and his Family, 3rd Edition (New York:
W.W. Norton & Company, 1985), 769.
6

Gidwitz, “Cavalieri, Catarina,” accessed March 17, 2018.
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Lenten concerts of 1776 as a soloist in Dittersdorf’s setting of another Metastasian oratorio:
Isacco figura del Redentore. Unfortunately, the score of Dittersdorf’s Isacco, in which Cavalieri
had sung on March 17 and 20, 1776, is no longer extant, but he mentioned it with pride in his
autobiography. It was composed for the name day of Dittersdorf’s employer, Count Philipp
Gotthard von Schaffgotsch, Prince-Bishop of Breslau (now Wrocław, Poland); Dittersdorf
mentions among the soloists for the premiere in Breslau a castrato who took the part of Sara and
a boy who took the part of an angel, either of which may conceivably have been soprano voices.7
If copies of Dittersdorf’s Isacco were found, it would be interesting to know how he may have
altered one of these parts to suit Cavalieri’s voice, since she was not the original soloist. By
Dittersdorf’s account, the performance for the Bishop’s Name Day included some scenery and
costumes: “The scenic decoration consisted of a wood, in accordance with the directions of the
poet. Abraham’s house stood on one side of it. Even the costumes were made from models
supplied by old drawings.” One wonders if similar accoutrements were routinely part of the TKS
oratorio performances. On the subject of staged oratorios in the eighteenth century, Smither has
remarked, “the theatrical performance of oratorios—with scenery, costumes, acting, and
memorized roles—was highly exceptional in Italy before the mid-eighteenth century; such
performance of Italian oratorios appears slightly less exceptional outside Italy ... in Vienna,
staged performances date from 1759, 1788, and 1791.”8 While staged oratorios were not unheard
of in Vienna, they do not appear to have been the practice of the TKS; Smither has also remarked

7

Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, The Autobiography of Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf, Dictated to his Son,
trans. A. D. Coleridge (London: R. Bentley, 1896), 150-153, accessed April 19, 2018,
https://archive.org/details/autobiographyofk00dittuoft.
8
Howard Smither, A History of the Oratorio, vol. 3, The Oratorio in the Classical Era (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 1987), 50.
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that, “Italian oratorios continued to be performed without action in Vienna, of course, and they
became prominent among the offerings of the concerts given by the Tonkünstler-Societät from
the 1770s until near the turn of the century, when works with German texts began to be
favored.”9
On March 17, 1777, Cavalieri sang with the TKS again as a soloist in a “new cantata with
choir” (no title given by Pohl) composed by Georg Christoph Wagenseil (1715-1777) and in a
recitative and cavatina from the opera Armida by Tomasso Traetta (1727-1779). Pohl does not
specify which aria from Armida Cavalieri sang in the 1777 Lenten concerts, and the opera was
written in 1761, well before Cavalieri’s singing career began. Since the piece is described
specifically as a recitative and cavatina, it was most likely Armida’s final accompanied recitative
and cavatina, “Rinaldo … è dove? ... Invan pietà mi chiedi.” In a dissertation dealing with
operatic versions of the Armida and Rinaldo story by Traetta, Salieri, and Vincenzo Righini
1756-1812), Susanne E. Dunlap has remarked, “It is probable that Salieri was not acquainted
directly with Traetta’s Armida, as there is no evidence to suggest that it was performed in Vienna
any time after 1762.”10 But Dunlap also acknowledges connections between Salieri’s and
Traetta’s versions of Armida, which she attributes to the influence of Gluck and Ranieri de
Calzabigi (1714-1795). 11 Since Salieri’s protégé performed an aria from Traetta’s Armida in a
concert for an organization in which Salieri had a prominent leadership role, it does seem likely
that he was after all directly familiar with the earlier work.

9

Howard Smither, “Oratorio and Sacred Opera, 1700-1825: Terminology and Genre Distinction,”
Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association 106 (1979-80): 97, accessed November 9, 2017,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/765929.
10
Susanne E. Dunlap, “Armida and Rinaldo in Eighteenth-Century Vienna: Context, Content, and Tonal
Coding in Viennese Italian Reform Operas, 1761-1782” (PhD diss., Yale University, 1999), 190.
11

Ibid.
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Cavalieri’s voice has been described insightfully, based on arias that were composed for
her, by Patricia Lewy Gidwitz. The characteristics of Cavalieri’s voice emerge in descriptions of
arias written for her, such as this one of the two arias for the role of Sophie in Die Bergknappen
by Ignaz Umlauf (1746-1796):
A striking absence of long-breathed lines, a plethora of hard-hitting phrases, salti [leaps]
and extended passage work suggests a strong, forceful, and energetic voice but one
perhaps lacking the suppleness and breath for singing portamento in the true cantabile
style ... Though vocally rigorous, the fioritura is similarly discharged in short phrases.
The range is fairly high, extending in its upper reaches to d"'. There is considerable use of
the chest voice and an exhibition of power in both registers, shown particularly in the
exploitation of cantar di sbalzo [singing by large leaps, requiring a quick register
change].12
Lewy Gidwitz’s profile of Cavalieri becomes even more familiar to those who know the
music of Konstanze in Mozart’s Die Entführung aus dem Serail, in this description of the aria
“So gut wie er mir schiene” from Die Kinder der Natur by Franz Aspelmayr, written for
Cavalieri as the character Therese:
Proclamatory phrases at once declare Cavalieri’s vocal power; and searing scale-work
culminates in the upper reaches of her extensive range. In the opening, there is an
explosion of fiorature that Cavalieri must have tossed off with alacrity … The final volate
to the third octave d, accompanied by the solo violin in thirds, completes the impression
of a forceful bravura singer with sparkle and edge to the voice.13
Analysis of the Role of Maddalena
In La passione di Gesù Cristo, the role of Maddalena (Mary Magdalene) was a similarly
impressive showcase for Cavalieri’s vocal powers, with arias that exploit her range and agility as
fully as the opera roles she more famously performed. I will analyze Salieri’s vocal writing in

12

Patricia Louise Lewy Gidwitz, “Vocal Profiles of Four Mozart Sopranos” (PhD diss., University
of California, Berkeley, 1991). Microfilm, Arthur Friedheim Library, Peabody Institute, The Johns
Hopkins University, 51-52.
13

Ibid., 52-53.
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these arias with reference to the contemporary terminology outlined by John Brown (the Scottish
painter) in his Letters Upon the Poetry and Music of Italian Opera,14 and will define these terms
as they are used. The musical and dramatic structure of La Passione di Gesù Cristo is more akin
to an opera seria than the oratorios of Handel or even Haydn’s later oratorios Die Schöpfung or
Die Jahreszeiten. As John Rice has explained,
Most Italian oratorios of the eighteenth century differed little from serious operas—a
series of arias interspersed with recitatives, occasional ensembles and even fewer
choruses. But Viennese audiences and musicians, introduced to the grandeur of Handel’s
choral works in the early 1770s with performances of Alexander’s Feast (an abbreviated
version with Italian text), favoured a mixing of the Italian and Handelian types of
oratorio.15
The vocal writing in Italian oratorios performed by the TKS was consistent with this opera seria
style, and Salieri’s passion oratorio is an excellent example of the form. Handel’s influence is
evident in the choral writing more than in the arias; although the chorus is employed much less
frequently than in the works of Handel, both parts end with fugues similar to those found in
Baroque oratorios. The vocal writing is extended and virtuosic, showing the skills of the soloists
as ostentatiously as opera roles performed by the same singers. La Passione di Gesù Cristo and
works like it served as a substitute for Italian opera with the 1776 reforms when, among other
changes, Joseph II dispensed with most foreign entertainments, including Italian operas, to make
way for a national German-language theatre.16
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John Brown, Letters on the Italian Opera; Addressed to the Hon. Lord Monboddo By the Late Mr. John
Brown (London, 1791), Google Books, accessed March 12, 2018, http://books.google.com/books?id=UP6sys6yAyH
kC&dq=John%20brown%20painter%20opera%20Edinburgh%20letters&pg=PR11#v=onepage&q=John%20brown
%20painter%20opera%20Edinburgh%20letters&f=fa
15
John Rice, “Vienna under Joseph II and Leopold II,” in The Classical Era: From the 1740s to the End of
the 18th Century. Man & Music, vol. 5, ed. Neal Zaslaw (Basingstoke: The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1989), 147.
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Maddalena’s first aria, “Vorrei dirti il mio dolore” (I would like to tell you my sadness) is
preceded by a recitativo obbligato in C major sung by a tenor in the role of Pietro. Pietro asks his
friends, Maddalena, Giovanni, and Giuseppe, whether Jesus is still living. From their tears and
facial expressions, he deduces that Jesus has died. Maddalena answers his queries with her
tearful aria. The lack of an introductory symphony would have been a striking effect to Salieri’s
audience. The F major aria is prepared by little more than a perfect authentic cadence at the end
of the recitativo in the (relative to the aria) dominant C major. John Brown (1772-1787) has
described the practice of composing an aria with no introductory symphony as follows, and his
description is apt for the effect caused by Salieri’s lack of a conventional instrumental beginning
to this aria:
Besides, the general use of the Symphony, renders the omission of it, on particular
occasions, beautiful and striking. ––Thus, for example, at the end of a Recitative, or at the
beginning of a scene, when the audience are expecting, as usual, the preparatory
Symphony to the Air, they are suddenly surprised by the violent burst of some impetuous
passion, which admitted of no possible pause. The propriety of having, in such a
circumstance, omitted the Symphony, comes forcibly on the mind, as, vice versa, the
effect of the omission here confirms the propriety of using it where the sense allows it to
be introduced.17
I categorize this piece as an aria cantabile, a term defined by Brown as, “by preeminence so called, as if it alone were Song: And, indeed, it is the only kind of song which gives
the singer an opportunity of displaying at once, and in the highest degree, all his powers, of
whatever description they be. The proper subjects for this Air are sentiments of tenderness.”18
Certainly the subject of this air, Maddalena describing her sorrows at the death of Christ, meets
the stipulation of a “sentiment of tenderness.” In present-day aesthetics, we might not consider
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Brown, Letters, 31-32.
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an aria of this type to show all of a singer’s powers, if it does not test the limits of agility or
range. If not feats of agility or extreme range, what did Brown mean when he alluded to “all his
[a singer’s] powers”? Lewy Gidwitz has written of the aesthetic values of singing in late
eighteenth-century Europe, saying, “From every treatise and tutor of the period, we find that the
foundation of good singing is a beautiful sound … A beautiful sound meant the cultivation of a
pure, clear, and even tone. This quality was expected in every note of a singer’s voice, in every
dynamic and in every style.”19 The Oxford Dictionary of Music describes an aria cantabile as
“slow and smooth,”20 implying that over time, tastes may indeed have changed in the popular
assessment of what constitutes the height of a singer’s powers. Undoubtedly, a slow and smooth
aria is the most auspicious opportunity for a singer to demonstrate beauty, clarity, and evenness
of tone.
Metastasio’s libretto here lends itself to this kind of aria. Indeed, the librettist determined
as much as the composer which category of aria was to be written. As Brown explained, “The
Airs are divided, by the Italians, into certain classes; these classes are originally founded on real
distinctions, drawn from the nature of the various affectations of the mind; but musicians, who,
like other artists, are seldom philosophers, have distinguished them by names relative to the
practice of their own profession.”21 Brown’s categories of aria (aria cantabile, aria di
portamento, aria di mezzo carattere, aria parlante, aria di bravura or aria d’agilita, rondò,
cavatina, airs of imitation) are sorted based on tempo, general technical demands, and mood. The
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poetry dictates the length of the aria, the rhythm, the prosody, and suggests the tessitura in which
vocal passages are to be set.
From a vocal perspective, beginning “Vorrei dirti il mio dolore” with a voiced labiodental
fricative and an open vowel is advantageous, helping the singer to bring the resonance forward
with a bright, balanced, warm sound. In the opening strain (Example 2.1), marked piano, Salieri
sets closed [i] and [o] vowels in a high tessitura. The [o] vowel especially encourages the
soprano to sing softly, but with the soft palate lifted allowing ample space for resonance. It is
more challenging to sing [i] sensitively on F5 and G5 but the space and coloring of [o] can be
subtly applied to [i] in the words, “mio” and “dirti.”

Example 2.1. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo, Part 1, no. 8, “Vorrei dirti il mio
dolore,” vocal part, mm. 1-4. Based on Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio
per Soli, Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000),
40. Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano (Italy).
Characterized by descending melodic lines in the soprano, “Vorrei dirti il mio dolore”
begins in F major and modulates through the submediant to G minor on the text, “ma del labbro i
mesti accenti mi ritornano sul core” (but from my mouth the sad accents return to my heart). The
harmonic change reflects the structure of Metastasio’s poetry: the initial line, “Vorrei dirti il mio
dolore” (I would like to tell you my sadness) is in F major, with the following, contrasting
statement modulating to G minor. Salieri alternates between major and minor modes in this aria
as if to illustrate Maddalena’s unmoored state, even with the tonal center and mode changing
within the A section of its modified ABA form.
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The melody is ornamented with grace notes that give the impression of weeping and
sighing, for example the upper neighbor tones in measures 2 and 5 on the words “dolore”
(sadness) and “mesti” (sad) and the lower neighbor tone in measure 16 on the word “sospirar”
(sighing). In measure 10, Salieri uses the lowered sixth scale degree and the raised seventh scale
degree melodically to haunting effect, with a 4-3 suspension over the third beat that resolves
melodically to the dominant before ascending to the raised seventh scale degree, thereby
avoiding the aurally jarring melodic interval of the augmented second while maintaining the
haunting effect of the lowered submediant. The crying effect is enhanced by sudden changes in
dynamics, as seen in the long crescendo in measure ten (Example 2.2), followed immediately by
markings of piano and sforzando in the first beat of measure 11. This sforzando placed on an
offbeat in the midst of a melisma is particularly evocative of sobbing.
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Example 2.2. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo, Part 1, no. 8, “Vorrei dirti il mio
dolore,” mm. 8-12. Based on Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio per Soli,
Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000), 40.
Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano (Italy).
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In measure 17, there is a fermata over a first inversion C major/minor seventh chord
before the recapitulation; it is appropriate for the singer to add some ornamentation at this
cadence that precedes the return of the opening motif. Frederick Neumann has advised in his
celebrated 1986 book, Ornamentation and Improvisation in Mozart, that “an embellishment is
usually desirable as a transition to the principal theme in ABA or rondo form,” and that “the
cadenza, whether terminal or transitional, should be short, not exceeding one breath.”22 He
provides examples of appropriate embellishments for Mozart arias, including two for a similarly
positioned cadence in measure 36 of the Countess’s Act III aria “Dove sono” in Le nozze di
Figaro (Example 2.3).

Example 2.3. W. A. Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro, Act 3, no. 20, “Dove sono” vocal part, mm. 3538, with embellishments by Frederick Neumann in Ornamentation and Improvisation in Mozart
(Princeton: Princeton University Press: 1986), 221.
While Neumann’s book is focused on Mozartean ornamentation, Mozart was a close
contemporary of Salieri’s, and it is logical to apply similar embellishments when interpreting
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works of Salieri. Two possible embellishments for the cadence before the recapitulation in
“Vorrei dirti il mio dolore” are shown below (Example 2.4):
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Example 2.4. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo Part 1, no. 8 “Vorrei dirti il mio
dolore” vocal part, m. 17, shown with embellishments by the author. Based on Antonio Salieri,
La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio per Soli, Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi
Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000), 40. Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano
(Italy).
Measures 9-10 and measures 26-27 consist of two long melismas; the first of the two can
be seen above in Example 2.2. These passages feature rhythmic movement on the offbeats, with
these brief moments of syncopation contributing to the uneasy mood of the whole aria. This
effect is prefigured in the movement of the upper strings, which pulsate on offbeats through most
of the aria. In measures 9-10, the soprano’s long melismas are doubled in the first violins and
first violas, perhaps as an aid to intonation for the soloist; the doubling in the violas (an octave
lower, and with a darker timbre) adds depth to the sonority. Measures 26-27 are an instance of
even more emphatic doubling, with the violins and violas all in unison, naturally causing the
dynamic level to be louder as the aria reaches its climax.
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After twenty-eight measures of mostly conjunct motion, the soprano must execute a leap
of an eleventh, ascending to an A5, displaying the technique of cantar di sbalzo (singing by
leaps) so often seen in other arias for Catarina Cavalieri, such as W. A. Mozart’s “Martern aller
arten” in Die Entführung aus dem Serail. This skill is a prominent feature of her vocal profile as
outlined by Patricia Lewy Gidwitz.23 There is a brief concluding symphony which cadences,
startlingly, in D Major, the key area of the following recitative for Giovanni.
“Potea quel pianto” (Could such tears) is an aria with chorus in B♭ major. It is preceded
by a recitativo accompagnato “E la Madre frattanto in mezzo all’empie squadre” (And the
Mother in the midst of the evil crowd), in which Maddalena recounts to Peter and Giovanni the
suffering of Jesus’ mother. In measure 13 of the recitative, the first and second violins begin to
move on the offbeats, highlighting Maddalena’s growing agitation as she describes the pathetic
scene of Mary embracing the foot of the cross, weeping and kissing her son. In the critical
edition, Elena Biggi Parodi has written under the title of this aria, “Cabaletta con pertichino
(Maddalena e Coro).” The designation of cabaletta seems anachronistic, given that it is more
frequently applied to nineteenth century arias and the first known use of the term was in the
1810’s.24 However, the entrances of the chorus are very similar to the pertichini (interjections by
characters other than the principal soloist in the aria) found in later arias by Rossini, Donizetti,
and Verdi; and the aria begins in a slow tempo and the moves to a fast tempo, in that regard
similar to the later cavatina/cabaletta form. However, it differs from the typical
cavatina/cabaletta in that after the fast section, the slow section returns, followed by a repeat of
the fast section, with an overall form of ABA1B1, with A1 and B1 never fully restating the first
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themes, but functioning more as development and stretta than the simple repetition of a typical
double binary form. A more historically appropriate classification than Parodi’s “cabaletta con
pertichino” would be aria di mezzo carattere, defined by Brown as, “a species of Air, which,
though expressive neither of the dignity of this last [aria di portamento], nor of the pathos of the
former [aria cantabile], is, however, serious and pleasing.”25
A twelve-measure symphony in 3/4 marked un poco lento introduces the main theme of
the aria, played in unison by the first violins and first oboe. The 3/4 section has no choral voices,
only the solo soprano. As in the previous aria, Salieri employs vocal ornamentation to express
the text. The word “pianto” (weeping) is always ornamented with neighbor tones, either in the
form of a roulade or a grace note. The soprano solo is frequently doubled by first violins and first
oboe. The text “nel cor più barbaro destar pietà” is stated first in measures 17-20, cadencing
melodically on the third scale degree, then repeated in measures 21-24, cadencing more
definitively on tonic, creating an antecedent/consequent relationship. In measure 22, the word
“barbaro” is strongly emphasized by an upward leap of an augmented fifth, marked forte. The
next phrase, beginning in measure 25 (Example 2.5) on the text, “Ah, quel pianto, quel pianto,
quel sangue dovea nel cor, nel cor più barbaro” becomes more tonally unstable, preparing for a
modulation to F major. The phrase is interrupted by eighth rests, adding to the breathless and
tearful effect created by the grace notes on “pianto.”
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Example 2.5. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo Part 1, no. 14, “Potea quel pianto,”
vocal part, mm. 25-28. Based on Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio per Soli,
Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000), 71.
Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano (Italy).
The first long melisma in this aria begins at measure 30, on the second syllable of the
word “destar” (to awaken). The dotted half notes in this passage are the longest sung notes in the
whole aria; in most arias written for Cavalieri, sustained singing is not often called for, and
seems to be reserved mostly for high notes, as will be seen in Maddalena’s final aria, “Ai passi
erranti.” This melisma ends with an F major scale starting on the third scale degree and
ascending one octave to A5. A second melisma begins in measure 42 (Example 2.6), also on the
second syllable of “destar,” ascending in stepwise motion to a B♭5, then descending in nonsequential, but similarly contoured, sixteenth-note figures in a combination of stepwise motion
and leaps of thirds and a fourth. Melodic interest is added with the use of the lowered seventh
scale degree as a chromatic upper neighbor tone in measure 43.
Un poco lento
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Example 2.6. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo, Part 1, no. 14, “Potea quel pianto,”
vocal part, mm. 42-48. Based on Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio per Soli,
Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000), 72-73.
Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano (Italy).
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Then at measure 52, continuing in the dominant key of F major, the tempo quickens to
allegretto and the soprano is underscored by choral interjections of “Perfidi!” (Treacherous
ones!). In the first choral entrance, the sopranos are in unison with the soloist, with the other
voices outlining a root-position F major chord. At the chorus’s second entrance, the soloist is a
major third above the choral sopranos on an A5, an effect which would provide textural support
while avoiding the potential tuning problems of having the soloist and choral section in unison
on a high note. In measure 73, the soloist cadences on an F4, low for the role of Maddalena, and
the choral part is written an octave higher, giving the aural impression that Maddalena is
overtaken by the crowd. The chorus then gives a homophonic restatement of the phrase, “è
nuovo stimolo di crudeltà” (is a new stimulus for cruelty).
At measure 79, the initial text, tempo, and 3/4 meter return in a developmental section.
Measures 79-84 include a sequentially ascending countermelody in the first violins over a pedal
tone of F in the basses. Measures 89-97 feature some complex coloratura passages with
chromatic motion over a circle of fifths progression in the basses. In measures 89-94, the
orchestral texture provides harmonic support of the soloist, but with no doubling. Surprisingly, in
this section the instrumental doubling, which can be studied in Example 2.7, does not begin until
the last three measures of the difficult coloratura passage, when the soprano ascends to a higher
tessitura in measures 95-97. For most singers, the beginning of this melisma, which is not
doubled, would be more difficult to tune accurately because of the accidentals, octave leap, and
middle-voice tessitura.
There are some potential advantages of doubling the higher part of this melisma but not
the lower. From a practical standpoint, there is less danger of creating a balance problem by
doubling the soprano above the staff than in lower vocal passages; even a soprano known for the
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strength of her low register, such as Cavalieri, would be more easily heard as her voice ascended.
The aesthetic result is that the ascending pitches and doubling by first violins in measure 95,
augmented by the first oboe later in the measure, naturally effect an increase in dynamic
intensity. Simultaneously, Salieri builds rhythmic intensity by increasing the rapidity; the eighth
notes and sixteenth notes are interspersed with rests in measures 89-94; in measure 95 and 96,
there are no rests.
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Example 2.7. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo, Part 1, no. 14. “Potea quel pianto,”
vocal part, mm. 89-97. Based on Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio per Soli,
Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000), 76-77.
Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano (Italy).
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At measure 105, there is a significant deletion in the autograph manuscript. It appears as
if Salieri sketched out the bass line and the vocal part for a more extended development section,
but abandoned this plan; in 106, another allegretto section in 2/4 begins, with renewed responses
from the chorus, who seem to be both condemning and representing the crowds who, in
Maddalena’s account, tormented the Mary the Mother. Here, the soloist ascends to her final
cadence with no choral accompaniment, and is doubled by the first oboe and first violin. Her last
note is, as previously in measure 73, overtaken by full choral and orchestral forces for a
conclusion that effectively gives the impression of a large crowd overtaking a lone woman.
The most virtuosic display of the famous “flexible throat” of Cavalieri in this oratorio is
certainly in her aria di bravura “Ai passi erranti” (To errant steps). It begins with a grand thirtytwo bar symphony, similar in scope and character to the introduction to “Martern aller Arten,”
which Mozart would later write for Cavalieri. Opera seria arias that began with such extended
instrumental music were usually written for characters of a high social ranking who expressed
honorable ideas and emotions. Some examples of similar introductions in the Mozartean opera
seria repertoire are Cecilio’s aria “Il tenero momento” in Lucio Silla and “Soffre il mio cor con
pace” sung by Sifare in Mitridate, rè di Ponto.
“Ai passi erranti” is scored for oboes, bassoons, horns, trumpets, and strings, and is one
of the most exciting moments in Salieri’s whole Passion oratorio. It is abundantly evident here
that in 1770s Vienna, oratorio was meant to serve as an entertainment on par with serious opera,
for this is a coloratura display that would compare in difficulty with any operatic aria. Even in its
initial, barest form, the main motive of the aria spans a range of C4 to A5 and includes an octave
leap to its highest note. The aria itself requires a range from C4 to C6, which is certainly not
unheard of in operatic literature; but it is unusual that the high C is sung fourteen times. Salieri’s
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wide-ranging coloratura illustrates Metastasio’s images in this aria text of wandering sheep and
sailors without a helmsman; nautical metaphors were standard in Metastasian libretti26 and are
also apparent in Giuseppe d’Arimatea’s aria in Part 1 of La Passione di Gesù Cristo, “Torbido
mar.”
The skills required to perform “Ai passi erranti” are very similar to those required to
successfully sing the role of Konstanze in Die Entführung aus dem Serail and the role of Mlle
Silberklang in Der Schauspieldirektor, which Mozart would write for Cavalieri in 1782 and
1786, respectively. As in “Martern aller Arten,” the soprano sings a series of ascending major
scales on sixteenth-note melismas, shown in Example 2.9.
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Example 2.8. W. A. Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, Act 2, no. 11, “Martern aller
Arten,” vocal part, mm. 132-140. Based on Neue Mozart-Ausgabe, II/5/12, eds. Dietrich Berke,
Wolfgang Plath, and Wolfgang Rehm (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1982), 203-4.
Mozart’s coloratura writing for Cavalieri in “Ach, ich liebte,” Konstanze’s Act 1 aria
from Die Entführung aus dem Serail (Example 2.9), and in “Bester Jüngling,” Mlle Sliberklang’s
aria in Der Schauspieldirektor (Example 2.10), also bears a strong resemblance to that seen in
“Ai passi erranti,” with frequent rapid, repeated movements by half-step in the upper extremes of
Cavalieri’s register. Early in Cavalieri’s career, most arias written for her had a D6 as their

26
Martha Feldman, Opera and Sovereignty: Transforming Myths in Eighteenth-Century Italy (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2007), 72.
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highest note, but “Singt ihr süssen Philomelen” in Frühling und Liebe (1778) by Maximilian
Ulbrich (1743-1814), an aria of imitation in which Cavalieri emulated an nightingale, extends
even to an E6.27 Cavalieri’s range became lower throughout her career, as can be observed in the
progression of some well-known arias written for her by Mozart: from Konstanze’s arias (1782,
highest note D6) to “Bester Jüngling” (1786, highest note B♭ 5) to “Mi tradì” in Don Giovanni
(1788, highest note B♭5).28 Example 2.11 shows a passage from “Ai passi erranti” with similar
technical demands to those seen “Bester Jüngling” and “Ach, ich liebte.”
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Example 2.9. W. A. Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Serail, Act 1, no. 6, “Ach, ich liebte,” mm.
43-49. Based on Neue Mozart-Ausgabe, II/5/12, eds. Dietrich Berke, Wolfgang Plath, and
Wolfgang Rehm (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1982), 123-124.
Allegretto
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Example 2.10. W. A. Mozart, Der Schauspieldirektor, no. 2, “Bester Jüngling,” vocal part, mm.
67-71. Based on Der Schauspieldirektor, Neue Mozart-Ausgabe, II/5/15, ed. Gerhard Croll
(Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1958), 39-40.

27

Lewy Gidwitz, “Vocal Profiles of Four Mozart Sopranos,” 52.

28

Wolfgang Rehm , “Critical Report” Neue Mozart-Ausgabe, II/5/17, 189. The highest note in the original
key of E♭ major is B♭5. Mozart later transposed the aria down a half step to D major, an alteration likely made for
Cavalieri.
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Allegro maestoso
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Example 2.11. Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo, Part 2, no. 29, “Ai passi erranti,”
vocal part, mm. 116-32. Based on Antonio Salieri, La Passione di Gesù Cristo: Oratorio per
Soli, Coro e Orchestra (1776-1778), ed. Elena Biggi Parodi (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 2000), 18991. Copyright ©2000 by Sugarmusic S.p.A. – Milano (Italy).
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Conclusion
While the influence of Cavalieri’s vocal profile is apparent in Salieri’s crafting of the role
of Maddalena, La Passione di Gesù Cristo was one of several Italian oratorios written in an
opera seria style and performed by the TKS during the 1770s; the conventions and expectations
of Italian operatic singing at the time influenced both Salieri’s composition and his vocal
pedagogy, which had a direct and formative influence on Cavalieri’s skills as a soloist. Haydn’s
Il ritorno di Tobia, for example, is similar in structure to Salieri’s passion oratorio in that it
includes sparse choral writing and is comprised mostly of solo arias and recitatives, with one
duet. Below is an example of a bravura passage from an aria for soprano, in the role of Rafaelle.
In Haydn’s Il ritorno di Tobia, similar vocal techniques are used in Rafaelle’s aria “Anna,
m’ascolta!” The tessitura is lower than arias written for Cavalieri as Maddalena in Salieri’s
Passione di Gesù Cristo, but the ascending scales and use of the technique of cantar di sbalzo
are similar, as seen in Example 2.12:
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Example 2.12. Joseph Haydn, Il Ritorno di Tobia Hob. XXI:1, Part 1, no. 4b, “Anna m’ascolta,”
vocal part, mm. 59-75. Based on Il ritorno di Tobia, ed. Ernst Fritz Schmid (München: G. Henle
Verlag, 1963), 111-13.
Other notable Italian oratorios written in this style and performed by the TKS, certainly
of interest for further study, include La Betulia liberata, as set by Salieri’s mentor, Florian
Gassmann and L’Ester by Karl Ditters von Dittersdorf. In Salieri’s output, this work is unique in
style and genre; as we shall see in later chapters, his soprano solos in oratorio Gesù al limbo
were much simpler and less virtuosic. As with the arias discussed in this chapter, those
differences are the result of circumstances that can be directly tied to the personnel for whom the
parts were written and the situation in which the piece was first performed.
Salieri’s Maddalena was a tour de force role for his protégé, with multifaceted vocal and
musical demands congruent with the complexity of the lore of Mary Magdalene. She serves as a
mirror for the audience to examine their own position vis-à-vis the Passion narrative and to
reflect on the state of their own consciences. The pathos of “Vorrei dirti il mio dolore” and
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“Potea quel pianto” contrast with the fierce display of coloratura skill in “Ai passi erranti,” which
John Rice has aptly described as “philosophizing ecstatically.”29 Ecstasy came to be deeply
associated with Mary Magdalene, who according to legend became a mystic after the events
described in the gospels and said thirty years after the resurrection, “I am every day lift [sic] up
by the hands of the angels into the air, and have deserved to hear with my bodily ears the right
sweet song of the company celestial.”30

29

John A. Rice, Antonio Salieri and Viennese Opera (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1998),

252.
30

Jacobus de Voragine The Golden Legend: Or, Lives of the Saints, trans. William Caxton (London: J.M.
Dent and Co., 1900), 4:84, accessed March 18, 2018, https://archive.org/details/TheGoldenLegendV4.
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CHAPTER 3
A CANTATA FOR THE EMPRESS
Gesù al limbo, a “cantata, ossia oratorio” in two parts, was premiered on April 24, 1803,
by a group of professional musicians and accomplished amateurs gathered by Marie Therese
(1772-1807), who commissioned the work and sang one of the two soprano roles. The first
soprano to appear in this oratorio is in the role of Eva (Eve), and the second is in the role of La
Fede (Faith). One important question not pursued in prior studies is that of which soprano role
was sung by Marie Therese. I will consider in chapters 3 and 4 the vocal demands and dramatic
properties of each role. Although it cannot be known definitively, due to a lack of direct
evidence, I will pursue the question of which role was more likely sung by the Empress and
which was sung by “Altamonte,” a soprano who frequently performed in Marie Therese’s private
concerts, recorded in her musical diary.
Marie Therese’s diary is published as an appendix in John Rice’s 2003 book, Empress
Marie Therese and Music at the Viennese Court 1792-1807.1 Rice’s book contains a wealth of
information about Marie Therese’s vocal profile in its third chapter “The Empress as Soprano,”
including contemporaneous anecdotes of her singing voice and artistic temperament alongside
musical examples of roles she sang. Rice included specific information about the premiere of
Gesù al limbo in chapter 8, “The empress as conceiver, commissioner, and shaper of musical
works,” but did not hazard a guess as to which role she might have sung. My opinion is that she
most likely sang the role of Eva, a hypothesis which I will support both in this chapter, devoted

1

John Rice, Empress Marie Therese and Music at the Viennese Court, 1792-1807 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003).
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to analysis of Salieri’s vocal writing for Eva, and in chapter 4, which will deal in more detail
with the part of La Fede.
The Setting: Limbo
Limbo has become an obscure theological concept in recent years and needs some
explanation to frame the events of the oratorio. In some Christian belief systems, limbo is
considered the abode of souls who have died without being baptized. It is thought to include
unbaptized infants and non-Christian persons who died without committing any grievous
offenses, who are permitted to go there without enduring the suffering of hell but also without
experiencing the supreme joys of heaven. In Prividali’s libretto, limbo’s inhabitants include
Adam, Eve, Abraham, and other patriarchs and righteous souls represented by the chorus. The
biblical characters are not able to go to heaven because they were not baptized; they never had
the opportunity since they lived before Christ. The dramatic action of this oratorio centers around
Jesus coming to free the souls in limbo and bringing them to heaven.2
Premiere Performance of Gesù al Limbo
An entry in the Empress’s musical diary provides the program for the private concert that
culminated with the first performance of Gesù al limbo on April 24, 1803:
Ackademie mit folgenden Stücken
Eine Sinfonie auß die Fuorusciti von Pär
Ein Terzett auß Annibale von Salieri
gesungen von mir Simoni und Weinmüller
Eine Arie mit Chöre dto gesungen von der
Altamonte
Ein Chor dto
Ein Duett dto gesungen von mir und Simoni
Ein Arie mit Chöre gesungen von Brizi
Ein Quintett auß die Fuorusciti von Pär
gesungen von mir Brizi Simoni Weinmüller
Vogel und Chöre

Academy with the following pieces:
An instrumental piece from Fuorusciti by Paer
A trio from Annibale by Salieri sung by me,
Simoni, and Weinmüller
An aria with chorus from Annibale sung by
Altamonte
A chorus from Annibale
A duet from Annibale sung by Simoni and me
An aria with chorus sung by Brizi
A quintet from Fuorusciti by Paer sung by me,
Brizi, Simoni, Weinmüller, Vogel and chorus

2

The Catholic Encyclopedia, s.v. “Limbo,” by Patrick Toner, New Advent, accessed March 1, 2018.
http://newadvent.org.
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Eine Cantata von Salieri Gesù al Limbo
gesungen von mir Altamonte Brizi Simone
Ratmayer Weinmüller und Chöre3

A cantata by Salieri Gesù al limbo sung by me,
Altamonte, Brizi, Simone,
Ratmayer, Weinmüller, and chorus

I Fuorusciti di Firenze (1802) is an opera semiseria by Ferdinando Paer, which had its
premiere at the Hoftheater in Dresden.4 Salieri’s final completed Italian opera, Annibale in
Capua, had premiered in Trieste, Italy in 1801.5 There is no known record of it being performed
in Vienna, where Italian serious opera was becoming less popular and preferences had shifted to
German opera.6
Carl Weinmüller was a professional bass known for the role of Sarastro in Die
Zauberflöte;7 Simoni and Antonio Brizzi were professional tenors;8 Matthias Rathmayer was a
talented amateur tenor who worked as a lawyer;9 Johann Michael Vogl was an Austrian baritone,
now remembered for his later friendship and musical collaborations with Schubert;10 Altamonte,
according to Rice, was probably “Katherina Altamonte, lady-in-waiting to Archduchess Maria

3

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 308.

4

Grove Music Online, s.v. “Fuorusciti di Firenze, I,” by Scott L. Balthazar, Oxford Music Online, accessed
March 1, 2018, http://oxfordmusiconline.com.
5

John Rice, Antonio Salieri and Viennese Opera (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 594.

6

Rice, Antonio Salieri, 56.

7

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 59.

8

Rice, Ibid., 59, 172.

9

Rice, Ibid., 62.

10

Grove Music Online, s.v. “Vogl, Johann Michael,” by Ewan West, Oxford Music Online, accessed
March 2, 2018, http://oxfordmusiconline.com.
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Clementina.” He also provides the following description, by Johann Ferdinand von Schönfeld, of
a “Fräulein Altamonte,” who was likely the same person:11
Her truly Italian style of singing is beautiful, full of expression, flexibility, and correct
technique. In the adagio she has outstanding strength, and in recitative she is
extraordinarily powerful, which makes her one of our best amateurs. In addition she reads
so well that she can accompany a full score at sight. With a full ensemble she sings
masterfully; but when she performs at the keyboard, and accompanies herself, her song is
even more delightful, because she has more opportunity for her own tempi rubati.
Expressive songs she sings not only with great judgment but with enthusiastic feeling.12
Gesù al Limbo
In order to provide some context for the analysis which follows, I here illustrate the scope
of Gesù al limbo as a whole, since the work is unfamiliar to present-day audiences. Below is a
listing of the musical numbers and vocal personnel involved in each:
Gesù al limbo
Parte I
Sinfonia
Scena 1
1. “Dio d’Abbramo e di Giacobbe” (coro d’anime giuste)
Recitativo “Alme giuste che accese” (Eva)
2. “Da questo atro soggiorno” (Eva)
Scena 2
Recitativo, “Consorte ah qual t’ingombra” (Eva, Adamo)
3. Duetto, “Quando i beati istanti” (Eva, Adamo)
Recitativo “Come in un momento” (Eva, Adamo)
4. Coro “Beata l’anima” (coro di giusti)
Recitativo, “Ah, si speriam” (Eva, Adamo)
Scena 3
5. “Bell’anime electe” (La Fede, Eva, Adamo, coro)
6. “La voce udite che dall’altro grida” (La Fede, coro)
7. “Alzati dalla polvere” (La Fede, Eva, Adamo, coro)
Scena 4
Recitativo “Brevi momenti ancora” (Abramo)
8. “Pietra del deserto” (Abramo, Coro di Patriarchi)
Recitativo “Dell’orride gramaglia” (Abramo)
11

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 61.

12

Johann Ferdinand von Schönfeld, Jahrbuch der Tonkunst in Wien und Prag (Prague: Schönfeld, 1796),
4-5, quoted and translated in Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 61, https://books.google.com/books?id
=mCZDAAAAcAAJ&pg=PP7#v=onepage&q&f=false, accessed Feb. 18, 2018.
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9. “O scorno! O rabbia!” (Coro d’anime perdute, Abramo)
Scena 5
10. “Abissi apritevi” (Gesù, Coro di Patriarchi)
Recitativo “Strepite oh cieli” (Gesù)
11. “Oh Padre! Oh gloria del popol mio!” (Abramo, Coro)
Scena 6
Recitativo “Ecco il dio de’ credenti” (La Fede, Gesù)
12. Terzetto “Questo di mie vittoria” (La Fede, Abramo)
Scena 7
Recitativo “Oh gran dio di elemenza” (La Fede, Eva, Gesù, Adamo, Abramo)
[Scena 8]
13. Finale “Umanato gran figlio di dio” (La Fede, Eva, Gesù, Adamo, Abramo, Coro)
Parte II
[Scena 9]13
14. “Malediche potente” (L’Arcangelo Gabriele)
Scena 10
15. “Anime benedette” (La Fede, L’Arcangelo Gabriele, Coro)
16. “Tolbe all’orror d’averno” (Coro d’angeli)
Recitativo “Oh benefici agnusti” (La Fede)
17. “Di quest’ alme riscattate” (La Fede, L’Arcangelo Gabriele, Coro di Giusti)
18. “Nel gran vortice supremo” (La Fede, L’Arcangelo Gabriele, Coro)
The librettist for this work has been identified as Luigi Prividali, both by Rice14 and by
Alessandro Bonesini in the liner notes for the 1997 recording by the Capella Musicale della
Catedrale Verona.15 Prividali’s other works include Arianna consolata (1803), a cantata set by
the Italian composer Ferdinando Paer that was part of the Empress’s music library;16 Simon
Mayr’s opera Zamori (1804), written for the occasion of the opening of the Teatro Municipale I

13

The autograph includes no written indication of “Scena 8” or “Scena 9.” For the purposes of this listing,
scenes 8 and 9 are presumed to be the two musical numbers between those labeled 7 and 10.
14

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 206.

15

Alessandro Bonesini, liner notes to Antonio Salieri, Gesù al limbo/Le jugement dernier/Te deum,
performed by Cappella Musicale della Cattedrale di Verona, conducted by Alberto Turco, with Sonia Peruzzo,
Mario Scardoni, et al., released 1997, Bongiovanni 2167-2, accessed March 5, 2017, Naxos Music Library,
https://umemphis-naxosmusiclibrary-com.ezproxy.memphis.edu/catalogue/item.asp?cid=GB2167-2.
16

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 29, 310, n.1.
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in Piacenza, Italy;17 and L’Occasione fa il ladro (1812), a one-act opera buffa set by Gioachino
Rossini.
The work is substantial in scope, which might be surprising if one’s exposure to it came
from the only commercially available recording, which includes excerpts of about one half-hour
of music, with one soloist of each voice type; the original performance included six soloists and
would have been significantly longer in duration.18 It would be difficult for many organizations
that perform large works with orchestra to find enough soloists (especially enough tenors) to
perform the entire work, but since the L’Arcangelo Gabriele is the only tenor in Part II and has
no solos in Part I, it would be conceivable to perform the complete work using five soloists and
to ask one of the tenors from Part I to also take the part of the Archangel. La Fede and Eva
appear together in numbers 5, 7, and 13, so it would be necessary to engage two soprano soloists
in order to perform the whole work.
Gesù al limbo begins with a sinfonia that is innovative for its time in its programmatic
conception. Various descriptions of scenes from the life of Jesus, such as “Adorazione dei
Remagi” (Adoration of the Magi) and “Fugga in Egitto” (Escape to Egypt) are written in the
score at intervals of about eight measures, which is not quite enough time to develop the
dramatic ideas Salieri desired to depict. Prividali’s narrative itself is not based on a single
scriptural story, but is set in an eschatological milieu in which Adam, Eve, Abraham, Jesus
Christ, the personified virtue of Faith, the souls of the righteous, the souls of the damned, and
17

Grove Music Online s.v. “Mayr [Mayer], (Johann) Simon,” by Scott L. Balthazar, Oxford Music Online,
accessed January 21, 2018. http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
18
Antonio Salieri, Gesù al limbo/Le jugement dernier/Te deum, performed by Cappella Musicale della
Cattedrale di Verona, conducted by Alberto Turco, with Sonia Peruzzo, Mario Scardoni, et al., released 1997,
Bongiovanni 2167-2, accessed March 5, 2017, Naxos Music Library, https://umemphis-naxosmusiclibrarycom.ezproxy.memphis.edu/catalogue/item.asp?cid=GB2167-2.
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choirs of angels all exist on the same plane. In the manner of Haydn’s Die Schöpfung and its
literary predecessor, Milton’s Paradise Lost,19 this work seeks to, in the words of John Leonard,
“encompass all space and time.”20
Analysis of the Role of Eva
Following the opening chorus, Eva sings an accompanied recitative “Alme giuste che
accese” which begins in D major, the key of the preceding chorus, and modulates to C major
before cadencing in G minor, the key of the aria “Da questo atro soggiorno.” The transition
between the recitative and aria is smooth, with the G minor chord serving aurally as both the end
of the recitative and the beginning of the opening symphony of the aria, a device that Salieri uses
frequently throughout this work that keeps the action moving forward. This aria is short (fortyfour measures) and plaintive; Eva has been banished from Eden and is praying to be released
from her chains. A four-measure symphony more romantic than classical in affect frames the aria
at beginning and end, with a melody descending gracefully by step, as if to musically depict the
tragedy of Eva’s fall from grace. In Figure 1, an eighteenth-century painting depicting Adam and
Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden gives a visual representation of how Benjamin West,
one of Salieri’s contemporaries, imagined this event.

19

Mark Berry, “Haydn’s Creation and Enlightenment Theology,” Austrian History Yearbook 39 (April
2008): 30-32.
20

John Leonard, Introduction to Paradise Lost by John Milton (London: Penguin Books, 2003), vii.
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Figure 1: Benjamin West, The Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise, 1791, oil on canvas,
public domain, 186.8 x 278.1 cm, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C,
https://www.nga.gov/collection/art-object-page.70986.html, accessed April 24, 2018.
The scoring is for clarinets, bassoon, and strings. In the A section of the ABA aria, shown
below in Example 3.1, the accompaniment is both rhythmic and supportive, with the violins
doubling some of the singer’s pitches, especially at cadences and accidentals. Eva’s
psychological agitation and sense of wandering and displacement are apparent in the consistent
use of offbeats in the strings under the vocal line in the A section. The eventual shift of mode to
B♭ major for the B section is abrupt, with only half of the four-measure melody from the
opening and closing symphony used here as an interlude, as if a thought is left unfinished. The
accompaniment is more transparent and less rhythmic in the B section, with solo clarinet
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doubling the soprano and solo bassoon providing a countermelody that begins in sixths with the
soprano over the bass, which unquestionably outlines the new tonality of B♭ major.
The vocal writing in this aria is straightforward and expresses the text well—there are
never more than two notes on the same syllable, and although the setting is more lyrical than
declamatory, the lack of extreme high notes makes the text easy to understand. Salieri makes few
technical demands on the soprano, with short phrases and a modest range. It seems to have been
written, if not for the Empress Marie Therese herself, for a soprano who fits the succinct
description by John Rice of the Empress’s voice: “The empress sight-read well, but her voice
was not exceptionally powerful, agile, or extensive in compass.”21 Her contemporary Ignaz von
Seyfried described the Empress’s performance of music he had written in 1805 as a surprise
upon the occasion of the Emperor’s nameday saying, “The gracious, all-too-anxious sovereign
did indeed sing a little weakly, but with perfect correctness, deep feeling, and true expression.”22
The latter two traits especially would have made the Empress an apt candidate for the demands
of the role of Eva, here exiled from her paradisiacal home.

21

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 69.

22

Quoted in Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 70.
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Example 3.1. Antonio Salieri, Gesù al limbo, Part 1, no. 2, “Da questo atro soggiorno,” mm. 116. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript, 1803),
Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fols. 14v-15r.
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The second scene begins with an accompanied recitative and duet for Adamo (tenor) and
Eva. The recitative is lengthy (thirty-eight measures), and Adamo is slightly more prominently
featured in this scene; it is his first entrance in the oratorio and he both begins and ends the
recitative. The duet begins with a four-measure symphony scored for horns, flutes, oboes,
violins, violas, bassoon, and basses. The hunting calls in the horns and the bird-like trills in the
flutes lend the duet a pastoral mood as the pair reminisce about their erstwhile time in Eden.
Most of the phrases are broken by quarter and eighth rests, a likely indication that one or both of
the soloists were not proficient at singing long, sustained phrases. The Empress had a particular
affinity for singing duets; she is known to have performed duets twenty-six times in the period
between 1801 and 1803. She performed “Holde Gattin” from Die Schöpfung many times, both as
a concert excerpt and in the context of Haydn’s full oratorio.23 John Rice has noted the important
connection between Die Schöpfung and Gesù al Limbo, saying:

23

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 71.
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Gesù al Limbo identifies itself as a sequel to Die Schöpfung in several ways. While the
libretto is not directly related to Marie Therese’s sketches for I quattro novissimi [an
oratorio that Marie Therese had hoped to commission], it does preserve several elements
that they shared with Haydn’s oratorio, including the character of Adam. Prividali went
further in the direction of Die Schöpfung by writing a role for Eve as well. Awaiting the
Last Judgment, Adam and Eve recall the pleasures of Eden in a duet, “Quando i beati
istanti,” that in its playful listing of these delights (“l’erbe, le piante, i fior”) reminds us of
their duet in Die Schöpfung, which Marie Therese sang several times. The libretto makes
frequent reference to God as creator.24
Examples 3.2 and 3.3 show excerpts from the duets to which Rice was referring. In the
duet from Die Schöpfung, Adam and Eve exult in the morning dew, the breath of evening, fruit
juices, and fragrant flowers. In Salieri’s duet “Quando i beati istanti,” they reminisce about tame
animals, clear running streams, grass, plants, and flowers. Both composers set these similar texts
sung by the same characters in a duple meter; Haydn’s tempo for this section is allegro
(following a 3/4 adagio in a more extended form), while Salieri’s duet is marked andante con
moto. Salieri’s use of cut time and the marking con moto creates an aural result similar to
Haydn’s allegro. The forms of this and other individual numbers are more compressed than
those in Haydn’s grand oratorios, perhaps contributing to the ambiguous designation by the
composer of Gesù al limbo as a “cantata ossia oratorio.”

24

Ibid., 206-7.
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Example 3.2. Joseph Haydn, Die Schöpfung, Part 3, no. 13b, “Holde Gattin,” mm. 103-15. Based
on Die Schöpfung: Oratorium, 1798, ed. Annette Oppermann (Munich: Henle Verlag, 2008),
392-93.
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Example 3.3. Antonio Salieri, Gesù al limbo, Part 1, no. 3, “Quando i beati istanti,” vocal parts,
mm. 30–36. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript,
1803), Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fols. 21r-21v.
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The recitative following this duet begins rather abruptly, for the duet has no ending
symphony; this choice is especially appropriate since the recitative begins, “Ma come in un
momento tutto cangiò?” (How did everything change in a moment?). Here, Adamo and Eva
recall the trauma of being expelled from Eden, which includes Eva’s character-revealing line, “Il
maligno serpente in un punto infelice seddotta oimè mi rese e sedettrice.”25 The pair are pitiable
and traumatized, wondering how everything could have changed so quickly, and horrified at the
memory of their exile. The Coro di giusti responds with a gentle reassurance that souls waiting
for the arrival of the Lord are blessed.
After these opening scenes, Eva’s solo lines are all within the context of large ensembles.
In “Bell’anime electe” which includes an extended solo for La Fede (to be analyzed in detail in
chapter 4), Adamo and Eva have brief interjections expressing their joy at La Fede’s
proclamations (Example 3.4). Perhaps in honor of the Empress’s affinity for duets or as a nod to
the pair’s archetypal position as the original couple of humankind, they are paired rather than
inserting individual statements. Eva and Adamo have a similar brief duet in No. 7, “Alzati dalla
polvere,” which is mostly a solo movement for La Fede with chorus.
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Example 3.4. Antonio Salieri, Gesù al limbo, Part 1, no. 5, “Bell’anime electe,” vocal parts, mm.
33-37. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript, 1803),
Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fols. 29r-29v.
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“The evil serpent in one moment, alas, made me both seduced and seducer.”
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Scene 7 begins with laudatory recitative exclamations from Adamo and then Eva
directed toward Gesù, who has just declared his triumph over sin in the trio “Questo di mie
vittoria,” sung with La Fede and Abramo. This portion of the libretto, which includes statements
from all the principal characters of Part I, here reveals Prividali’s theological position regarding
Adam and Eve as models of humankind’s need for salvation, and as grateful and optimistic
recipients of it.
Excerpt of Libretto from Scene 7
Adamo: O gran dio di elemenza!
Eva: Oh dio di pace!
Adamo: Tu che il mondo salvasti
Eva: E il nostro error lavasti
Adamo: Scenda sopra noi pure il tuo perdono.
Eva: Abbi di noi pietà Ente increato
Gesù: Sorgete, il fallo vostro è perdonato.
Adamo: O divino bontade!
Eva: Oh Providenza!
Abramo: Oh inneffabile amor del Redentore!
La Fede: Grande nell’opre sue sempre è il
Signore.
Gesù: Come l’arride piante ristora la rugiada
matuttina, il sangue ch’io verrai così è potente
a ravvivar l’umanità languente. Tutto cangiò
d’aspetto, è sciolto il laccio antico, e vinto e
de bellato è ogni nemico.

Adam: Oh, great God of the elements!
Eve: Oh, God of peace!
Adam: You who save the world
Eve: And cleanse our sins
Adam: Let your forgiveness descend upon us.
Eve: Have pity on us, increate being.
Jesus: Arise, your sins are forgiven.
Adam: Oh divine goodness!
Eve: Oh Providence!
Abraham: Oh ineffable love of the Redeemer!
Faith: Great in all of his works is the Lord!
Jesus: As a dry plant revives in the morning
dew, the blood that I shed is likewise
powerful to revive languishing humankind.
The countenance of all will change.
The old snare is loosened. Defeated and
overcome is every enemy.26

Characterization and Theological Implications
The above libretto excerpt shows a habit that Prividali instilled in the characters of
Adamo and Eva: they finish one another’s sentences, as some couples are wont to do. It gives the
impression of closeness and interdependence and creates a charming rhythmic effect. This trend

26

Salieri, Gesù al Limbo, fols. 69v-71v.
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begins in their duet, early in the work, and continues throughout, giving their relationship a
playful undertone in a serious, religious-themed piece.
It seems that Prividali considers Adam and Eve more mythological figures than historical
ones. If one considered the biblical account of Adam and Eve to be literally true, it would be
illogical for them to have developed such a knowledge of the Catholic faith, or even to worship
Jesus, as is apparent in the above excerpt from the libretto. These biblical figures are represented
here allegorically, which is consistent with trends in Enlightenment thinking. According to
Stephen Greenblatt,
By the late eighteenth century, allegory had experienced a resurgence. In the wake of the
Enlightenment, there were too many contradictions in the origin story, too many
violations of plausibility, too many awkward ethical questions to make it any longer
comfortable to insist on a literal interpretation … To many believers, even within the
church, the strongest way to shore up the story of Adam and Eve was to beat a hasty
retreat from the literal.27
Although the theology of this libretto is not literal, it is certainly theistic and Christian in its
emphasis on humankind’s need of salvation in the person of Jesus.
How exactly was the figure of Eve perceived in the popular Christian imagination when
Prividali and Salieri created this piece? Eve here is portrayed sympathetically and clearly regrets
the actions that brought about her exile from the Garden of Eden; she is presented as a pitiable
figure in need of redemption, and then she exults with the other characters in the arrival of
salvation. Writes Linda Woodhead, “a more positive interpretation of Eve (and so of woman)
appears sporadically within Christian thought … It is only since the 19th century, however, that
attempts have been made to present Eve as a wholly admirable figure.”28 Eve was a complicated

27

Stephen Greenblatt, The Rise and Fall of Adam and Eve (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2017),

260-61.
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archetype in Enlightenment thought, and then, as today, she was perceived differently based on
one’s opinion of women in general. Her “weakness” in disobedience was sometimes cited as
evidence that women are morally and physically more vulnerable than men, yet some late
eighteenth and early nineteenth thinkers who supported increased rights for women observed
positive traits of a thirst for knowledge and pursuit of truth in Eve’s story.29 Prividali strikes a
relative middle ground vis-à-vis Eva; she is portrayed as weak and in need, but not more so than
Adamo, who seems equally distraught at being expelled from the garden and equally joyful when
Gesù absolves them of their sins. Their partnership is emphasized through their frequent
appearance in this oratorio as a duo.
Conclusion
The role of Eva is a beautiful lyrical role that would be very satisfying to perform if one
had the rare opportunity. It demands expressivity and good declamatory singing to negotiate the
many recitatives in Gesù al limbo. The middle-voice tessitura makes it suitable for some mezzosopranos as well as sopranos; in fact, the characteristic warmth of a mezzo-soprano voice would
be very pleasant in this role, although there are no extremely low notes that would prevent a
soprano from singing it comfortably. It is possible that this is the role that the Empress sang,
given her tendency to avoid extremes of range, her affinity for duets, and her known affection for
and familiarity with the eponymous role in Die Schöpfung. In the next chapter, I will analyze the
vocal and dramatic demands of La Fede, and will consider in more detail the likelihood of its
being sung by the singer called Altamonte.
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Linda Woodhead, “Eve,” in The Oxford Companion to Christian Thought (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000), 222.
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Catherine M. Jaffe and Elizabeth Franklin Lewis, Eve’s Enlightenment: Women’s Experience in Spain
and Spanish America, 1726-1839 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2009), 3, 7.
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CHAPTER 4
A MUSICAL EMBODIMENT OF FAITH
Depicting the virtues and vices as human figures is an old tradition in Western visual art.
Italian Renaissance painter Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574), Dutch printmaker Hendrick Golzius
(1558-1617), and Late Baroque Classical painter Carlo Maratta (1625-1713) are a few of the
artists who have created images of Faith. She has frequently been pictured as a stately woman
with long, flowing blonde hair. In paintings and prints, she often wields an imposing wooden
cross along with other symbols of Christianity, such as baptismal water. She may be pictured
with others of the seven virtues; in Maratta’s sketch, shown in Figure 3, she is seated alongside
Justice on a throne. Many artists preferred to depict all seven virtues together: Prudence, Justice,
Temperance, Courage, Faith, Hope, and Charity.

Figure 1. Carlo Martta, Faith and Justice Enthroned, ca. 1676, pen and brown ink, brown wash,
red chalk, heightened with white gouache on brown paper; cut in an irregular shape, 48.3 x 28.6,
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Open content, http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/111/carlomaratti-faith-and-justice-enthroned-italian-about-1676/, accessed March 2, 2018.
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Characterizaion and Theological Implications
Prividali and Salieri chose to personify only one of the virtues (La Fede), and to include
her in the story of Gesù bringing souls in limbo to heaven. All the other characters performed by
soloists in this work are named, and are based on biblical persons. The Catholic Church teaches
that faith is an infused virtue, which is to say that it is conferred by God upon believers in the
sacrament of Baptism. In addition to the infused virtues (faith, hope, and charity), there are four
moral virtues (prudence, justice, temperance, and courage), which relate more to a person’s
behavior.1 In Prividali’s libretto, the teaching that faith is a gift from God is reflected in La
Fede’s interactions with Gesù and Gabriele. Both figures encourage her to return to earth and
inspire believers there, and to carry forth the message of salvation.
Analysis of the Role of La Fede
Compared to the part of Eva, La Fede sings in a higher tessitura and is accompanied by
fuller orchestration. The singer named Altamonte who performed this work with the Empress
and the other musicians she assembled for this occasion has been identified by John Rice as
Katherina Altamonte. As quoted in Chapter 3 of this document, Johann Ferdinand von Schönfeld
described “Fräulein Altamonte” as an accomplished musician with good technique, strong
reading skills, and expressivity; her voice was strong and powerful, and she was noted for her
skill in recitative.2
As will become apparent in the following analysis and examples, the above description
sounds very much like a singer who would have been well-suited to the challenges of the role of
La Fede in Gesù al Limbo, whereas a voice matching the contemporary descriptions of Marie

1

The Catholic Encyclopedia, s.v. “Virtue,” by Martin Augustine Waldron, New Advent, accessed February
22, 2018, http://newadvent.org
2

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 61. See p. 42 above.
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Therese’s voice would have been less compatible with the fuller orchestration, higher tessitura,
and initial forte and high singing called for in the part of La Fede.
The three numbers in Scena 3 comprise a long period of solo singing for La Fede, much
as once might encounter in opera. Presumably, the singer for whom Salieri wrote this role had
good vocal endurance and a powerful instrument in order to balance well with winds and chorus.
This character is a representation of the virtue of faith, and throughout the libretto she switches
perspective. Sometimes she speaks as a messenger from heaven, similar to an angel. Sometimes
she speaks of herself in the most classic sense as a virtue, as an abstract quality that exists in the
hearts of mortals. In other moments, such as the trio in Scena 6, her words seem to be from the
perspective of a faithful person in prayer.
La Fede’s first vocal entrance (Example 4.1) is “Bell’anime electe,” an aria in B♭ major
with interjections from the chorus, Adamo, and Eva. The tessitura is higher than that of Eva’s
solos, with many repetitions of F5 (also the first note of the aria), occasionally ascending to G5,
and never dropping below F4. Given the prominent way F5 is featured in her first aria, it seems
likely that Salieri considered it to be an especially beautiful or strong note for this singer. The
vocal line evokes strength, with trumpet-like descending arpeggios and dotted rhythms, and the
scoring is noticeably full: timpani, trumpets, horns, oboes, clarinets, and strings. The trumpets
are employed mostly in the introduction (which is brief; only four measures) and interludes, and
during the choral interjections; the other winds and timpani sound in conjunction with the
soprano soloist.
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Example 4.1. Antonio Salieri, Gesù al Limbo, Part 1, no. 5, “Bell’anime electe,” vocal part, mm.
5-18. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript, 1803),
Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fols. 27v-28v.
When Adamo and Eva have their brief solo lines within this aria, they are accompanied
only by strings. This display of vocal and instrumental power supports the text well; La Fede
announces to Adamo, Eva, and the chorus that Jesus has vanquished hell. She also introduces
herself, saying,
La prima son io celeste virtute
Mandata da Dio a darvi salute.
Ne’ sguardo, ne udito ha visto has sentito
I doni, i portenti, che il Dio
credenti per voi preparò.3

I am the first of the heavenly virtues
Sent from God to give you health.
No eye has seen, no ear has heard
The gifts, the signs that the God
Of the faithful has prepared for you.

In Scena 6 which follows her first aria, La Fede sings an accompanied recitative, “La
voce udite,” marked Allegro. The orchestration is full here as well, excluding the trumpets from
the previous aria but retaining all the other instruments. The lines of recitative themselves are
accompanied by strings, and the winds and timpani play between the vocal solos. The chorus,
Eva, and Adamo interject exclamations of astonishment and joy. The tessitura remains high in
the recitative, only once dipping down to an F4, the lowest note. This is a little surprising in a
recitative because in declamatory passages like this, most sopranos like to be able to take
advantage of their lower register, which is the normal speaking range for most women. The

3

Antonio Salieri, Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript, 1803), Musiksammlung,
Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, 29v-30v.
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absence of low notes both here and throughout the role might indicate that the soprano for whom
the part was written had difficulty accessing her chest voice, or it may have been a choice driven
by Salieri’s ideas about Faith as a character; setting the entire role in a medium-high tessitura
creates an impression of constancy, clarity, and purity of tone.
The recitative is followed by an aria, “Alzati dalla polvere,” marked Allegro spiritoso in
E♭ major. Similar to La Fede’s first aria, the melody here (Example 4.2) is more declamatory
than lyrical, with repeated notes and outlined arpeggios lending a martial quality once again
reminiscent of trumpets.
Allegro spiritoso
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Example 4.2. Antonio Salieri Gesù al Limbo, Part 1, no. 7, “Alzati dalla polvere,” vocal part,
mm. 3-10. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript,
1803), Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, 36r-36v.
The soprano voice seems to imitate a trumpet in this passage, but there are no actual trumpets (or
clarinets, or timpani) in this movement, which is scored for horns in E♭, oboes, bassoons, and
strings. Elements of text-painting seem to shape the scoring, which begins with an ascending
arpeggio in the horns, as well as ascending scale figures in the oboes, violins, and bassoon. In
measure X, the other instruments have taken on the ascending arpeggio figure started by the
horns, as Eva bids the souls in limbo to shake off the yoke of servitude. Dynamics in the
orchestra are dramatic and highly contrasted, with markings of piano and forte alternating, and
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with chords marked fortepiano sounding with the singer. For the first time in the role, the
soprano dips down to E♭ 4. This stirring setting is fitting for the inspiring text:
Alzati dalla polvere,
Calmato è il divin sdegno
Scuoti o Sion l’indegno
Giogo di schiavitù…

Rise up from the dust,
Calmed is the divine anger.
Shake, o Zion, the undignified
Yoke of servitude.

An exciting ascending passage is first delivered by La Fede and then echoed by the chorus in
measures 23 through 30 (Example 4.3). The vocal writing here is not virtuosic; it could be
executed with ease by a good amateur soprano, and the response by the full chorus repeating the
ascending motive first stated by La Fede creates an exciting effect. The movement ends with
robust repetitions by La Fede and the chorus of the phrase, “adora il tuo Signor.”
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Example 4.3 Antonio Salieri Gesù al Limbo, Part 1, no. 7, “Alzati dalla polvere” mm. 23-30,
vocal parts. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript,
1803), Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, 37v-38r.
It is unlikely that this scena for La Fede would have readily appealed to the sensibilities
and talents of Marie Therese as a performer. As discussed in Chapter 3, her contemporaries
considered her voice lacking in power, and she was described as a shy singer.4 To successfully
execute the high, declamatory initial entrance introduced by brass and timpani would require
both assertiveness of personality and a strong, bright tone quality. However, the role may have
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Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 69-70.
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been very enjoyable for Marie Therese as a listener, and as a secondary participant in the part of
Eva’s occasional interjections; as Rice has described,
It is perhaps a sign of the empress’s modesty and shyness that in the many private
concerts whose programs consisted of excerpts from operas or oratorios she sang no more
than a handful of arias. As a music lover she used her concerts as an opportunity to hear
professional virtuosos sing arias; as a performer, she much preferred ensembles.5
One might expect that when composing an oratorio that would feature an empress and another
singer of the same voice type, that the composer would take great pains not to upstage the
monarch by writing a higher or more impressive part for the other singer. However, with the
information we have about Marie Therese’s voice and aesthetic values, the opposite could be
true in this case. If the hypothesis that Salieri wrote the part of Eva for Maria Theresa and La
Fede for Altamonte is true, Salieri was astute in featuring the Empress in a special way that both
took advantage of her strengths and suited her temperament. Rather than being troubled by a
sense of rivalry, she most likely also enjoyed the opportunity to hear the talented amateur
Altamonte in a role that showed the strength and expressiveness of her singing. It should be
acknowledged that there is nothing in the role of La Fede that would have been impossible for
the Empress to execute; she sometimes sang solos more difficult than either soprano role in Gesù
al Limbo. All the pitches are within a range where she was known to perform, and there are no
difficult fiorature in either part. But given her affinity for duets and ensemble singing, as well as
other facets of her vocal profile and temperament already acknowledged, it seems more likely
that Salieri had her in mind when he wrote the part of Eva, and that La Fede was written for
Altamonte, whose strength of voice is a primary quality observed by Schönfeld.

5

Ibid., 70.
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La Fede next appears in Scena 6, marked “La Fede e detti.” In scene 6, there is an
extended recitativo dialogue between La Fede and Gesù (tenor). Here, as in her earlier recitative,
La Fede stays in a medium-high register, never dropping down into the speaking pitch range.
Gesù praises La Fede, saying,
Tu che la morte mia, che il mio trionfo
al mondo propogasti,
Tu che il giusto animasti e infondesti coraggio
al peccatore.
La Fede, spirto del ciel, virtù perfetta,
compier la grande impresa.
A te s’aspetta.6

You who spread my death and my triumph
throughout the world,
You who animate the righteous and inspire
sinners with courage.
Faith, heavenly spirit, perfect virtue,
Complete the grand feat.
It waits for you

La Fede then expresses her obedience, calling herself the ancella (handmaiden) of Gesù,
a possible reference to the Biblical canticle known as the Magnificat (Luke 1:46-55) in which
Mary refers to herself as God’s handmaiden. Gesù charges her to “piantar della mia chiesa i
fondimenti (plant the foundations of my church),” and she accepts this mission. This phrase is
reminiscent of Matthew 16:13-20, in which Peter is the first to confess that Jesus is the Son of
God and Jesus responds to his declaration of faith saying, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah!
For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but my Father in heaven. And I tell you, you are
Peter, and on this rock I will build my church [emphasis added], and the gates of Hades will not
prevail against it.”7 The tone of Gesù’s instructions to La Fede and her acceptance of them are
reminiscent of Jesus’ commission to his disciples at the conclusion of the Gospel according to
Matthew, in which Jesus tells them to “Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey

6

Salieri, Gesù al Limbo, fols. 58v-59r.
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New Revised Standard Version.
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everything that I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you always, to the end of the
age.”8 In this scene, La Fede stands both as a representative of all the faithful throughout time,
and for the virtue that inspires them.
The final cadence of the recitative resolves into the first chord of the trio “Questo di mie
vittorie,” sung by La Fedé, Gesù, and Abramo (bass). The tempo for the trio in D major is
Allegro maestoso, in common time. A seven-measure symphony ending in a brief, cadenza-like
oboe solo introduces the movement. The oboe ascends in a sequence of dotted-eighth-sixteenth
figures and sixteenth-note neighbor groups, then after a sustained G4 gracefully descends by
sequence down to the dominant. There is a fermata over all of bar seven before Gesù’s vocal
entrance in measure eight.
Salieri’s vocal writing in this trio is more declamatory than lyrical or virtuosic, and would
have been well suited to singers with strong voices who were skilled in recitative, such as
Altamonte and Simoni, a professional singer who was known for heroic roles.9 The melodic
movement in Gesù’s initial solo is mostly outlining arpeggios or repeating notes, evoking a
melody idiomatic for brass. La Fede’s entrance in measure 25 beings with more stepwise motion
and repeated notes rather than outlining chords, but in measure 33, the vocal line takes an
authoritative turn on the text, “Liti, dottrine e leggi del sommo Re dei Re” (Arguments,
doctrines, and laws of the high King of Kings), incorporating dotted rhythms and descending by
a ninth over the course of the phrase, as seen below in Example 4.4.

8

Matthew 28:19-20, New Revised Standard Version.
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Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 60, 207.
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Example 4.4. Antonio Salieri Gesù al Limbo, Part 1, no. 12, “Questo di mie vittorie,” vocal parts,
mm. 8-38. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript,
1803), Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fols. 62v-64r.
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In this trio, La Fede sings slightly higher than in previous movements, holding G4 for
longer durations and ascending to A4 in measure 113; this could be an indication that the singer
for whom it was written tended to sing with more ease in the high register later in a performance.
Abramo’s entrance in measure 50 seems surprisingly late in the movement, which would seem
on first hearing to be a duet for soprano and tenor, especially given Abramo’s absence from the
prior recitative. Abramo seems superfluous to the dramatic action, and may have been included
here for primarily musical reasons; Abramo’s presence, like that of Adamo and Eva, lends an air
of timelessness to the dramatic action and increases the significance of Jesus’s sacrifice for the
souls in Limbo; as a pre-Christian figure, Abramo would not have been alive at a sufficiently late
date to subscribe to the Christian faith or to receive baptism, but Gesù’s arrival in Limbo to save
the souls of those waiting there allows Abramo and the other patriarchs to enjoy the benefits of
Christian salvation. The text of his solo in measures 49-61 is in praise of the cross as a symbol of
the Christian faith.
At measure 61, the meter changes to cut time, with the tempo marking Allegro à presto,
and the three soloists sing together, beginning in a homophonic texture until the texture changes
in measure 75, with La Fede singing first and Gesù and Abramo entering together two measures
later echoing the same text. This adds welcome variety in a work that features very little
polyphony for an oratorio of its duration. The first such passage is shown below in Example 4.5;
this motive returns in measure 94 as well.
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Example 4.5. Antonio Salieri, Gesù al Limbo, Part 1, no. 12, “Questo di mie vittorie,” vocal
parts, mm. 75-85. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph
manuscript, 1803), Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fols.
66v-67r.
The finale of Part 1 (in C major) is fittingly grand, employing the full forces of the
orchestra (trumpets, horns, flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoon, timpani, and strings), chorus, and all
soloists who have appeared thus far. La Fede’s part is marked with the choral sopranos; Eva with
the altos, Adamo with the tenors, and Abramo with the basses. Gesù has a solo line written
separately from the choral parts. There is a ten-measure solo for La Fede in this movement that is
consistent with the medium-high tessitura and declamatory style of the previous portions of the
role.10
In Part II of this oratorio, the solo work is left entirely to La Fede and L’Arcangelo
Gabriele. Number 14, sung by Gabriele at the gates of Paradise, is the most florid vocal writing

10

Salieri, Gesu al Limbo, fols. 77r-77v.
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in Gesù al Limbo, and was performed by Antonio Brizzi, a professional singer whom Rice
classifies, like Simoni who played Gesù, as a heroic tenor.11 Scena 10 is a brief chorus (“Come la
cerva al fonte”) preceded by an accompanied recitative in which La Fede is directing the
righteous souls on their journey to heaven. The rapid descending sextuplet figures for violin in
the introductory measure (see Example 4.6) is evocative of a La Fede in flight, and of the
ascending souls of the righteous. The imagery of flight contributes to Prividali’s and Salieri’s
multifaceted portrayal of La Fede’s form and identity: she incorporates aspects of angel, woman,
and abstract virtue. The key is C major, with the markings dolce and allegretto contributing to
the airborne quality. Compared to La Fede’s solos in Part I, the scoring is delicate, strings alone,
with long unaccompanied moments within the context of what is still an accompanied recitative.

11

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 168, n. 15, 207.
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Example 4.6. Antonio Salieri Gesù al Limbo, Part 2, no. 15, “Anime benedette” mm. 1-4.
Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph manuscript, 1803),
Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, fol. 104r.
La Fede has the opportunity once again to sing with winds in number 17, “Di quest’ alme
rescattate.” This is her duet with the Arcangelo Gabriele, accompanied by horns, flutes, bassoon,
and strings, in G major. The meter is once again duple—indeed, the entire role is in either duple
or quadruple meter. Perhaps Salieri chose these meters to evoke qualities associated with the
virtue of faith: steadfastness, surety, and strength of purpose. This metrical personality contrasts
with Eva, whose brief, prayerful aria in Scena 1 is in a lilting 3/4. Based on the rhythmic and
melodic material Salieri wrote for this character, it seems that he considered La Fede to be a
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sanguine and outgoing virtue. The Andante grazioso marking of this duet gives it a more lyrical
quality than La Fede’s previous solos, and the melody moves mostly by steps, including
ascending eighth-note scale figures to a G4. This duet is tuneful and pleasant, and is not
technically demanding, staying in a medium-high tessitura with no extremely low or high notes.
Fede states her intention to return to earth, describing herself as the “sempre fida esecutrice del
divino alto voler” (always-loyal executor of the high divine will).
An excerpt from the climax of this duet is shown below in Example 4.7. Salieri uses three
different textures in quick succession. In the first two phrases, the singers alternate; then, for
three phrases, they move mostly in conjunct motion, in thirds; then, in the final three phrases of
this excerpt, they are more rhythmically independent of one another. In measure 83, the duet
ends and the coro di giusti (chorus of the righteous) sing the remaining vocal portions of number
17. La Fede has a brief four-measure solo beginning in measure 20 of the final chorus, “Nel gran
vortice supremo” and then the oratorio is ended.
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Example 4.7. Antonio Salieri, Gesù al Limbo, Part 2, no. 17, “Di quest’ alme riscattate,” vocal
parts, mm. 60-83. Transcribed from Gesù al Limbo: (Oratorio) in due parti (autograph
manuscript, 1803), Musiksammlung, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Mus. Hs. 16423, 112v114r.
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Conclusion
While the vocal demands of La Fede are not extreme in range or virtuosity, it is a long
role that requires a great deal of singing in the passaggio, which can be fatiguing and can cause
difficulties in intonation. She also must be able to sing repeated notes and recitative expressively,
without tiring on the repeated notes. There are fewer lyrical moments in this role than there are
for Eva, and the most lyrical singing for La Fede comes at the end of the oratorio in her duet with
L’Arcangelo Gabriele. Throughout the preceding analysis, it has been apparent that Salieri asked
neither soprano to sing in extremely high or low ranges. The modesty of vocal range in both of
these roles could be explained in part by this anecdote of Marie Therese’s interaction with a
professional coloratura soprano recounted by John Rice:
One possible reason why she rarely invited professional women to sing with her was that
she might have feared that sopranos more brilliant and confident than she would
overshadow or even intimidate her. During an audience with Therese Rosenbaum, a
soprano in the court theaters whose ability to sing high coloratura made her successful as
Queen of the Night, the empress said: “You sing confoundedly high, I am often
frightened when you sing so high, and almost tremble.” Although she occasionally
summoned Rosenbaum to perform on festive occasions at court, it is not surprising that
her diary documents not a single private concert in which Rosenbaum participated.12
In addition to Marie Therese’s personal tastes, the expectations of audiences and the practices of
composers transformed significantly in the intervening years between La Passione di Gesù
Cristo (1776) and Gesù al Limbo (1803). La Fede’s solos are far removed from the technical
feats that Salieri wrote to be performed by Catarina Cavalieri as Maddalena. The present study is
focused on Salieri’s oratorio roles for soprano, but a more organic view of the evolution of his
style can be seen when taking into account the 1787 work Le jugement dernier, which is strongly
influenced by Gluck, with the declamatory tenor solo vocal writing more akin to that found in
Gesù al Limbo than in the earlier La Passione di Gesù Cristo. The changes in Salieri’s operatic
12

Rice, Empress Marie Therese, 56.
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writing over this time period are important to consider; he was more prolific as an opera
composer than a composer of sacred oratorios. In the concluding chapter, I will discuss future
practical applications of this research and discuss how Salieri’s pedagogical legacy can inform
future performances of his works.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Antonio Salieri used his masterful skills developed as an opera composer to create rich
and technically challenging roles for soprano voices in his oratorios; these roles were shaped by
attributes of the characters, the vocal attributes of the singers who would perform the roles, the
poetry of the librettists, and the circumstances for which each work was composed. Maddalena in
La Passione di Gesù Cristo would have been written differently if sung by anyone other than
Catarina Cavalieri, and Salieri might never have written a Passion oratorio without Gassmann’s
founding of the Tonkünstler-Societät. The solo roles in Gesù al Limbo were similarly shaped by
the participating singers and the tastes of Marie Therese, who commissioned the work.
These works are worthy of greater attention from performing organizations and scholars;
few oratorios from the classical period are in the standard repertoire, and performances of
Salieri’s oratorios are especially rare. One reason for this scarcity may be that in our current
performing culture, choral organizations are the main champions of oratorio literature, and
Salieri’s oratorios are, like opera, centered around the soloists. Gesù al Limbo incorporates the
chorus more than the earlier La Passione di Gesù Cristo; in Gesù al Limbo, the chorus is integral
to the story, representing the souls of righteous people and patriarchs in limbo, but is still treated
similarly to an opera chorus while the five soloists are more prominent in the duration and
theatricality of their musical numbers and extended recitative. For a performance of Gesù al
Limbo to be well received in the present day, one would need soloists especially skilled in
singing Italian recitative with expression and energy.
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Performance History
There have been more performances of La Passione di Gesù Cristo than Gesù al Limbo,
which, to my knowledge has not been performed in its complete form since 1803 in Marie
Therese’s private concert. The subject matter of the two works can account in part for this
discrepancy; the Passion story, central to Christian theology, is more accessible to religious
audiences than is the concept of limbo, which is no longer a part of Catholic teachings on the
afterlife. The overt virtuosity in La Passione is an exciting challenge for professional singers,
and the difficult coloratura singing would appeal readily to already-existing opera audiences who
relish similar feats in the works of Mozart. Gesù al Limbo is less technically challenging, but that
could cause it to appeal more to performers who prefer a simpler and more lyrical style. Arias,
duets, and trios from this work could be performed successfully by professionals, undergraduate
voice students, or, as was the case in 1803, skilled amateurs.
Of the two recordings of La Passione commercially available, the 2004 recording on
Capriccio by Das Neue Orchester with chorus and soloists, under the direction of Christopher
Spering, is superior artistically. According to their website, Das Neue Orchester “was founded in
1988 by Christopher Spering and concentrates on performing well known and forgotten
masterpieces of the 18th and 19th centuries with their original sound; i.e. on instruments from the
period of creation of these works.”1 In addition to their two CDs of music by Antonio Salieri, the
discography of the Capella musicale della cattedrale di Verona includes works by Antonio
Caldara (1671-1736) and Giuseppe Gazaniga (1743-1818). The hope for future performances of
these oratorios is most apparent in similar organizations devoted to either neglected historical
music and/or sacred music.

1

“Das Neue Orchester,” Musikforum e. V., accessed March 2, 2018, http://www.musikforum-koeln.de/dasneue-orchester/?lang=en,.
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Recommendations for Future Research
If future performances of these works are to be successfully offered, there is a great need
and opportunity for further research. Of immediate interest to me is the desire to create a
piano/vocal edition of arias from Gesù al Limbo. Doing so would allow me to program a lecture
recital about the arias analyzed in this project. Another practical application of a piano/vocal
edition is the possibility of assigning some of these arias to my voice students. “Da questo atro
soggiorno,” Eva’s aria, would be excellent repertoire for a young soprano with developing vocal
technique to learn about late classical style and phrasing, and to practice legato singing. Its
readily accessible emotional content (the desire for liberation) is another facet of this aria that
would appeal to young singers.
A critical edition of Gesù al Limbo is another attractive project that would benefit
scholars of Salieri’s music and all those interested in music of the late classical era. Such an
edition would make the work more accessible to performers; it would facilitate a full
performance of the work and a more comprehensive recording than now exists. There are
excellent sources in Vienna (the autograph, a manuscript copy, and part books from Marie
Therese’s library) and in Brno (a manuscript copy) to aid in editing this long-dormant work.
Similary, there is no modern edition of the sacred cantata Le jugement dernier (1787), but
there are manuscripts held by the Paris Conservatoire and Österreichische Nationalbibliothek. Le
jugement dernier has a larger choral component than the oratorios studied in this project, and it is
shorter in duration. This work, with one brief solo for tenor, would appeal more readily than
Salieri’s oratorios to choral organizations that specialize in performing works with orchestra.
Another area for further research that is of great interest to me as a vocal pedagogue is
Salieri’s “Scuola di canto, in versi, e i versi in musica” (School of singing, in verses, and the
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verses in music) held in the archives of the Wiener Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde. Rudolph
Angermüller studied this work and published an article on it,2 but did not complete the critical
edition for which he began research.3 Publication of a critical edition of Salieri’s pedagogical
text would be of great interest to vocal pedagogues; it would also potentially have important
implications about the historical singers whom he taught and the works which they sang.
Indeed, Angermüller’s article, quoting from Salieri’s Scuola di canto, provides important
guidance for performers of Salieri’s works and those of his contemporaries. “Man nehme sich in
acht, damit bey jedem vocal die Stimme gleich sey: im forte und Piano, in der Hohe und Ferne
[Tiefe] erscheine sie am Klärsten”4 (One should take care, that with every vowel the voice is the
same: in forte and piano, in high and low, it should seem the clearest). Salieri also wrote of the
importance of clear intonation, intelligibility of the meaning of the text, and maintaining a steady
tempo.5 These standards should be kept in mind when performing the arias analyzed in this
document.
Salieri’s long life and influential career as a composer, conductor, and teacher to many
of the great musical minds of the early romantic era make him a pivotal figure in the history of
Western music. The variety of vocal compositional techniques seen within his sacred oratorios
and cantatas demonstrates that he was a composer of great versatility and breadth, able to adapt
his skills as a composer to the grand public concerts or the private entertainments of monarchs.

2

Rudolph Angermüller, “Antonio Salieri und seine ‘Scuola di canto,’” in Beethoven Studien: Festgabe der
Österreichischischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zum 200. Geburtstag von Ludwig van Beethoven, ed. Erich
Schenk (Vienna: Hermann Boehlaus, 1970), 37-50.
3
Frederick Neumann, “Mozart’s Prosodic Appogiatura” in Perspectives on Mozart Performance, edited by
R. Larry Todd and Peter Williams (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 98n4.
4

Angermüller, “Salieri und seine ‘Scuola di canto,’” 44.

5

Ibid., 46-47.
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As a singer and vocal pedagogue myself, I am fascinated by Salieri’s facility for melodic writing
and his understanding of the mechanics of the human voice. Analyzing Salieri’s vocal writing in
his sacred cantatas and oratorios will add to the body of knowledge of a lesser-studied aspect of
Salieri’s oeuvre. This topic has excellent potential for future growth, with possible future
projects including piano/vocal editions of arias, lecture recitals, critical editions of Le jugement
dernier and Gesù al limbo, or a critical edition of La scuola di canto. As I have researched this
project, I have encountered other works, such as Salieri’s secular cantatas, Dittersdorf’s Ester,
and Salieri’s vocal pedagogical works, which I hope to research in the future and to encourage
my colleagues to explore. I hope that this project will introduce more performers and scholars to
Salieri’s cantatas and oratorios and will lead to widened interest in performing these works with
full choral and orchestral forces.
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